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There is a great deal of observational evidence now suggesting the existence of dark
matter as the major constituent of the matter content in our universe. Its nature and
particle content are still a mystery, and proposing suitable models that can explain its
properties would be of great value. This dissertation is a study of the phenomenology
of dark matter models with a focus on flavor structure and the rich consequences it
can have for the dark sector. We give three implementations of flavored dark matter
(FDM) and discuss interesting phenomenological and observational consequences of
each. The first model contains asymmetric lepton-flavored dark matter alongside a
Higgs portal interaction, resulting in destructive interference that significantly weak-
ens constraints from direct detection bounds. The second study implements a model
where a present-day FDM relic can be symmetric, even though it was initially pro-
duced in the early universe with an asymmetry in each flavor transferred from the
Standard Model via its FDM interactions. Finally, we explore a model where asym-
metric DM components interacting via a long-range force can combine to form bound
states, and the interactions between these components and a dark photon can address
several outstanding issues from astrophysical observations.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics describes the interactions and parti-
cles which we have observed to govern and constitute our universe. The electroweak
and strong forces, along with the various particles which participate in these inter-
actions, are described by this model, and their parameters have been observed and
characterized through our various particle physics experiments, including our recent
observations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
• The SM has the gauge symmetry SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , or color, weak
isospin, and hypercharge. There are also the corresponding gauge fields: the
gluons, Ga, and the electroweak bosons, Wb and B.
• The fermionic matter content of the SM includes three copies, or “flavors,” of
each of the fermion fields: the left- and right-handed leptons, Li and e
c
i ; the





• The Higgs boson, φ, is a spin 0 boson whose VEV breaks the gauge symmetry
to SU(3)× U(1)EM and gives masses to the fermions.
In addition to the Standard Model, the general theory of relativity is the cor-
nerstone describing the gravitational interactions between matter and spacetime, al-
though it has not yet been satisfactorily combined within the quantum field theoret-
ical structure of the Standard Model. In spite of the experimental successes of both
of these theories and the precision to which they have been tested, and aside from
the issue of unifying the two ideas, there are still other features within the Standard
Model which have not been successfully explained and are currently active areas of
research.
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1.2 Questions of the Standard Model
In this section we outline some oustanding issues with the Standard Model which we
aim to connect with the dark matter models presented in this thesis.
1.2.1 Flavor
As stated in the previous section, there are three flavors of each quark and lepton in
the Standard Model. There is an approximate global U(3)5 symmetry, broken only
by the presence of the Yukawa matrices which describe the interactions between the
fermions and the Higgs [1]:
LY = −Y dijQiφdcj − Y uijQiφ̃ucj − Y eijLiφecj + h.c.. (1.1)
Although total baryon and lepton numbers are conserved, they are not conserved on
an individual flavor-by-flavor basis. Flavor-changing interactions among the leptons
are governed by the parameters of the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix
(PMNS matrix), and likewise for the quarks by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix (CKM matrix). The Yukawa couplings and thus the masses among the differ-
ent fermion generations are also quite different; for example, among the quarks, they
vary from 2.2 MeV for the up quark to 173 GeV for the top quark. Why this flavor
structure exists is unknown, and although we can observe and measure the numerical
values of these parameters, we do not know what mechanism can explain and predict
them. Any new theories developed to address physics beyond the Standard Model
may hope to tie into the flavor puzzle in some way, and we might expect new matter
constituents to exhibit similar structures among their fields and parameters.
1.2.2 Asymmetry
Another open question regarding the matter content of the Standard Model is the
issue of the observed baryon asymmetry. The field content of the SM includes both
particles and anti-particles for the baryons, and we might expect the universe to be
symmetric in its populations of both types of matter. Observationally, however, the
universe is dominated by only one of these components (which we conventionally call
matter), and we observe no significant presence of antibaryons. The observed baryon
2
asymmetry today has been measured as [2]:






There are several requirements, known as the Sakharov conditions, that need to be
met in order to generate an asymmetry among the baryons: baryon number viola-
tion, C and CP violation, and dynamics that are occurring out of equilibrium [3].
Electroweak sphalerons can break B-number while conserving B − L, and although
there are sources of CP violation within the Standard Model as parametrized in the
CKM matrix, it is not sufficient to generate an asymmetry of the observed magni-
tude. Thus some new physics must be introduced in order to explain how this baryon
asymmetry could have been generated, and any new sectors added in these theories
can have asymmetries among their constituents which may share a common origin
with those in the SM.
1.2.3 Dark matter
Decades’ worth of astrophysical and cosmological observations are now consistently
hinting at the presence of additional matter components beyond the known particle
content of the Standard Model. Several different observational avenues, including
galaxy rotation curves and gravitational lensing, give results which are inconsistent
with the quantity of visible matter that we observe. This suggests either a flaw in
our understanding of gravitational interactions, or the presence of new, unknown
particles. There have been attempts to modify gravity to explain these observations,
but they have difficulty being consistent across all scales, and another possibility is
that there is simply some new matter content beyond the SM. These new particles
interact with SM matter gravitationally as observed, but they do not seem to interact
noticably via the gauge interactions of the Standard Model; terrestrial experiments to
detect the scattering of dark matter (DM) from SM nuclei have so far provided only
null results. Dark matter may interact with itself, but there are some observational
limits on the strength of such interactions. Given our limited knowledge aside from
its gravitational presence, the content, properties, and origin of DM — which is
observed to make up approximately 85% of the matter content in our universe — are
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all unknown and remain one of the biggest mysteries in modern theoretical physics.
Addressing this issue is an interesting challenge in its own right, but working to
tie it into some of the open puzzles in the Standard Model can provide additional
motivation for our theories.
1.3 ΛCDM
In addition to identifying the particle building blocks of our universe and the forces
that govern their interactions, another area in modern theoretical physics is cosmol-
ogy, addressing the question of how our universe formed and developed over time.
The current dominant cosmological model which does a good job of describing several
main aspects of our observations is the Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model.
There are three major components included in this model:
• Ordinary matter – This is as we know it from the Standard Model, described
in section 1.1.
• Cosmological constant (Λ) – This describes the presence of dark energy, which
is necessary to address the observed accelerated expansion of our universe. Its
origin remains unknown and it is currently a measured parameter in the ΛCDM
model.
• Cold dark matter (CDM) – As described in section 1.2, the presence of dark mat-
ter appears to be necessary to explain many astrophysical observations. There
are several restrictions on the properties that viable DM models must meet,
including getting the right relic density to match observations, evading current
direct detection constraints, and remaining consistent with observations about
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and stellar evolution. In addition to this, in
order to allow for the formation of large-scale structure, DM is expected to be
nonrelativistic — though some subcomponent of the DM may be relativistic,
the majority of it is thought to be “cold.”
As with the Standard Model, in spite of the successes of ΛCDM in explaining obser-
vations of the CMB, large-scale structure (LSS), and BBN, there are some obvious
issues in the fact that the nature of dark matter and dark energy are still unknown.
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There are also other open astrophysical questions which one might hope to address
using a DM model with suitable properties.
• The Hubble constant, H0, tells us the current expansion rate of our universe.
Recent cosmological measurements indicate a discrepancy between the value
of H0 observed from local measurement when compared with the value that
is inferred from the CMB. One way of potentially addressing the tension is to
have a model with extra relativistic degrees of freedom.
• In a similar problem, the σ8 parameter, which describes the amplitude of the
matter power spectrum on the scale of 8h−1Mpc, gives a different inferred value
from early measurements than that from direct, low-redshift measurements.
Adding an interacting component in the dark sector can suppress the matter
spectrum enough to resolve this discrepancy.
In creating models to address the need for DM, one can incorporate these outstanding
questions along with including features related to the SM problems listed in section
1.2.
1.4 Components of this thesis
There have been many proposed DM models incorporating flavored dark matter,
where similarly to the Standard Model, the dark fields can come in multiple copies.
The DM may then couple to the SM via various channels, and its flavors may cor-
respond to SM flavors, depending on the nature of these interactions. In Chapter
2, we present specifically a model of lepton-flavored dark matter, combined with an
asymmetric relic density in the dark sector, which can relieve the tension with bounds
from dark matter direct detection experiments. In flavored dark matter models, dark
matter can scatter off of nuclei through Higgs and photon exchange, both of which
can arise from renormalizable interactions and individually lead to strong constraints
from direct detection. While these two interaction channels can destructively interfere
in the scattering amplitude, for a thermal relic with equal abundances for the dark
matter particle and its antiparticle, this produces no effect on the total event rate.
Focusing on lepton-flavored dark matter, we show that it is quite natural for dark
matter to have become asymmetric during high-scale leptogenesis, and that in this
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case the direct detection bounds can be significantly weakened due to interference.
We quantify this by mapping out and comparing the regions of parameter space that
are excluded by direct detection for the symmetric and asymmetric cases of lepton-
flavored dark matter. In particular, we show that the entire parameter region except
for a narrow Higgs resonance window is ruled out in the symmetric case for fermion
dark matter when the coupling to the Higgs dominates over the coupling to leptons,
while large portions of parameter space are still allowed for the asymmetric case. The
same is also true for a dark matter mass above 8 GeV for scalar dark matter when
the coupling to leptons dominates over the coupling to the Higgs.
We continue exploring the phenomenological consequences of having flavored and
asymmetric dark matter in Chapter 3, in a mechanism we refer to as Secretly Asym-
metric Dark Matter (SADM). In this case the dark matter number density today
arises from asymmetries generated in individual flavors in the early universe by being
transferred from the lepton sector, even though total dark matter number remains
zero throughout the history of the universe. If there is a mass splitting between fla-
vors and the heavier ones can decay to the lighest one, it is possible that the dark
matter population today is completely symmetric, but with annihilation rates above
those expected from thermal WIMPs. We give a simple example of this mechanism
using a benchmark model of flavored dark matter. We then discuss the experimental
signatures of this setup, which arise mainly from the sector that annihilates the sym-
metric component of the dark matter; several examples are given for how this might
be achieved.
Finally, one may hope that DM models can be used to address some of the cur-
rently oustanding puzzles we face from astrophysical and cosmological observations,
as discussed in section 1.3. To this end, in Chapter 4 we present a simple model of
dark matter that can address these puzzles across a wide range of scales. The model
is an application of the SADM mechanism, where several flavors of dark matter are
fully asymmetric despite an exact dark matter number symmetry U(1)χ. The dark
matter relic abundance arises from these asymmetries, generated in the early uni-
verse through right-handed neutrino decays. The U(1)χ is gauged by a massless dark
photon, and asymmetries with opposite signs in the different DM flavors result in
the formation of bound states. Dark acoustic oscillations in the early universe lead
to a suppression in the matter power spectrum for addressing the σ8 problem. The
dark photon as a relativistic degree of freedom contributes to ∆Neff , easing the ten-
6
sion between the CMB and late-time H0 measurements. Finally, scattering between
the bound states after structure formation leads to a flattening of the dark matter
distribution at the cores of haloes.
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Chapter Two: Lepton-flavored asymmetric dark
matter and interference in direct detection1
The steady improvement in the sensitivity of direct detection searches is putting
severe constraints on the parameter space of dark matter (DM) models belonging
to the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) paradigm. These bounds can
be relaxed in certain classes of models, including Majorana fermion DM where only
spin-dependent scattering contributes, inelastic DM [5, 6, 7] where the observed event
rate is severely reduced due to the energy cost of upscattering, or isospin violating
DM[8, 9] where destructive interference can occur between the scattering of DM off
of protons and neutrons, among others. The idea of destructive interference in the
scattering amplitude has been used in several dark matter models in the past [10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. A simple class of models that can give rise to
interference is when the DM particle interacts with nuclei via multiple mediators. A
nontrivial check in such models is whether the parameters of the model need to be
fine-tuned, or in other words, whether scattering amplitudes for the exchange of the
mediators are naturally of the same size for generic values of the couplings in the
model.
In this chapter we argue that flavored dark matter (FDM) models [20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] can give rise to interference in the scattering amplitude
quite naturally. These models admit renormalizable couplings between the DM and
SM fields that lead to both tree-level Higgs exchange as well as loop-level photon
exchange channels for direct detection, with comparable sizes.
Unfortunately, interference between spin-0 (Higgs) and spin-1 (photon) mediated
channels will not in general help to ease direct detection constraints for WIMPs,
which have equal relic abundances for the DM particle χ and its antiparticle χ̄. The
amplitude for a spin-0 exchange channel will have the same sign for χ and χ̄, while the
amplitude for a spin-1 exchange channel will change sign2. Therefore, any destructive
1This chapter is based on work previously published as ref. [4]. This author contributed to the
methodology, calculations, and text of this paper.
2In FDM models, χ cannot be a self-conjugate field due flavor constraints. See Sec. 4.1 for
details.
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interference that occurs for the scattering of χ off of nuclei will unavoidably lead to
constructive interference in the scattering of χ̄, and the total scattering rate will be
the same as in the absence of any interference.
On the other hand, for asymmetric DM [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], the destructive
interference can significantly weaken direct detection constraints. Interestingly, this
too can occur readily in FDM models. In this paper we focus on the case of lepton-
flavored DM, where we will show that it is very natural for a DM asymmetry to be
generated during high-scale leptogenesis [38] (for additional references see reviews on
this subject, e.g. [39, 40]). Using lepton-flavored asymmetric DM as our benchmark
model, and contrasting with the same model but with a symmetric χ-χ̄ abundance,
we will quantify the impact of interference on the region of parameter space that is
compatible with the null results of direct detection experiments. In particular, we
will show that for the case of fermion dark matter that couples predominantly to
the Higgs, the full parameter region in the symmetric case is ruled out due to direct
detection except for a narrow Higgs resonance window, while the asymmetric case can
be consistent with the bounds due to interference. This is also true for the case of
scalar DM that couples predominantly to leptons when the DM mass is above 8 GeV.
The particle content of FDM models includes three copies of the DM particle χ
as well as a mediator particle φ which makes renormalizable interactions between χ
and the standard model (SM) fermions possible. Due to Lorentz invariance, one of
χ and φ is necessarily a fermion while the other one is a boson. We will study both
possibilities for completeness and highlight the similarities as well as the differences
between them.
The outline of the chapter is as follows: In Sec. 2.1 we will review the lepton-
flavored DM model and describe its general features, before introducing a mechanism
by which it can become asymmetric during high-scale leptogenesis. We will go over
the direct detection prospects of lepton-flavored DM in Sec. 2.2 and we will map
out the excluded regions in the parameter space of the model for both the symmetric
and asymmetric cases in section 2.3. We will conclude in Sec. 2.4 and comment on
future directions. Detailed formulae related to the calculation of the relic density in




The FDM setup has been described in detail in Ref. [23] so we will only give a brief
summary here. The DM is taken to be a singlet under the gauge symmetries of
the standard model (SM) but it belongs to a multiplet that transforms nontrivially
under the flavor symmetries of the SM, which we will denote by χi. There is also
a mediator particle φ which is a flavor singlet, but which carries SM hypercharge.
Assuming that the φ mass is heavier than at least one of the χ masses, the lightest of
the χi is rendered stable by a global U(1) under which only the χi and φ are charged.
We will refer to this U(1) as χ-number.
It was shown in Ref. [23] that FDM is compatible with constraints arising from
flavor observables in a minimal flavor violation (MFV) [41] setup, such that the SM
Yukawa couplings are the only source of flavor violation. With this assumption, the
minimal choice in terms of the number of degrees of freedom is for χi to be a flavor
triplet.
Which SM flavor symmetry χi transforms under determines the SM fermions it
can couple to at the renormalizable level. For the rest of this paper we will focus
our attention on the specific case of lepton-flavored DM, where χe,µ,τ transform as a
triplet under SU(3)eR . As in Ref. [23], we will work with a benchmark model where
χτ is the lightest state, but the main conclusions of this paper are insensitive to this
choice. A renormalizable coupling to the SM fermions requires one of χ and φ to
be a fermion, and the other to be a scalar. Note that in order to be a triplet under
SU(3)eR , χi must be complex, so it is either a complex scalar or a Dirac fermion. If
the DM is a scalar, the interaction term is
Lscalar ⊃ λijχiφ̄eR,j + h.c., (2.1)
while for a fermionic DM it has the form
Lfermion ⊃ λijχ̄iφeR,j + h.c.. (2.2)
As discussed in Ref. [23], within the MFV formalism the flavor structure of λij is
λij = (α1 + βy†y)ij. (2.3)
In order to reduce clutter, we will assume that α  β, such that we can define
λij ≡ λφδij. It should be noted however that this is mainly a choice of convenience
and that the main conclusions of this paper are not sensitive to this choice.
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In the scalar DM case, the only other renormalizable interaction of the dark
sector with the SM allowed by the symmetries of the model is a coupling to the Higgs














This potential is bounded from below even for λχh < 0, provided that




Note that negative value λχh does not present a problem as long as λs is positive and
large. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the DM inherits a χ-χ-h coupling. This
will contribute to direct detection through tree-level Higgs exchange.
In order to study similar phenomenological features in the fermion DM case, we













where v is the electroweak scale, and with the understanding that λχh is small in the
fermionic DM case. In other words, the dimension-5 term is assumed to have arisen
by integrating out additional degrees of freedom at the scale Λ (close to TeV scale),
such as a heavy SM singlet scalar with couplings to χ̄-χ, and to the SM Higgs. Note
that the scalar potential in this case can also include a renormalizable |φ|2|H|2 term,
but the presence of this term will have no effect for the rest of the paper, and for this
reason we will not dwell on it any further.
Let us now turn our attention to the generation of a χ asymmetry. We will
demonstrate this explicitly in the fermion DM case; it is straightforward to implement
the same mechanism in the scalar DM case as well. We assume that a primordial
lepton asymmetry is generated via the decay of right-handed neutrinos at a high scale
within a few orders of magnitude of the scale of grand unification. The right handed
11














where Li are the SU(2) doublet SM lepton fields, H̃ = εH
∗ and the first term is a
Majorana mass for the right-handed neutrinos. The mechanism by which nonthermal
decays of the right-handed neutrinos generate a nonzero lepton asymmetry, and later
a nonzero baryon asymmetry through sphaleron processes, is well known (see [39, 40]
and references therein). This mechanism relies on CP violating phases in the cross-
terms between the tree-level and one-loop contributions to the amplitude for NR
decay.
At first, it may seem that the interaction of Eq. 2.2 is sufficient to transfer any
lepton asymmetry generated in the decays of NR to the χi. However, χ-number is
still an exact symmetry at this point, which makes it impossible to generate a χ
asymmetry from an asymmetry in a different species with no χ-number. Therefore,
the crucial ingredient for transferring the lepton asymmetry into the DM sector is
breaking χ-number (down to Z2 such that the stability of DM is not lost). For this
purpose we add one more degree of freedom to the model, a real scalar field S, with
the interaction
LS = ySijχ̄iSNR,j + h.c.. (2.9)
Since S is real, this interaction breaks χ-number, but there is still a Z2 under which
S, φ and all three χ are odd. This interaction makes it possible for out-of-equilibrium
decays of the right-handed neutrino to generate a χ asymmetry through interference
between tree-level and one-loop contributions with CP violating phases, in the exact
same way that the same decays also generate a lepton asymmetry. The couplings in
Lfermion which are assumed to be of order one will lead to efficient annihilation of the
symmetric component of χ. Note that there is no hierarchy problem associated with
the scalar S, because it need not be light. The only requirement for this mechanism
to work is for S to not be heavier than the near-GUT scale right-handed neutrinos.
Below the mass of S, χ-number becomes an accidental symmetry. Both due to the
presence of this symmetry, and due to the fact that both φ and χ are singlets under
the weak SU(2), the dark sector does not participate in the sphaleron processes which
allow the original asymmetry in the SM lepton sector to be transferred to the baryons.
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Note that while the same mechanism generates the lepton and χ asymmetries,
the phases that determine the size of the generated asymmetry are different. In
particular, the lepton asymmetry will depend on the physical combinations of phases
in the matrices yLij and y
N
ij , whereas the χ asymmetry will depend on the phases in
the matrices λij and y
S
ij. This means that if the phases that are relevant for the
χ asymmetry are smaller than those that are relevant for the lepton asymmetry,
the χ asymmetry will be smaller, and therefore mχ must be chosen so that the χ
energy density will be a factor of 5-6 larger than the baryon energy density. We will
not assume any particular relation between the phases in the lepton and χ sectors,
treating mχ as a free parameter that is chosen such that χ has an energy density
compatible with the DM density we observe in the universe today.
The collider phenomenology of asymmetric FDM is identical to the symmetric
case, which was studied in Ref. [23], and we will not go into this in any further detail
(See Sec. V for further comments). Any indirect detection signals for the symmetric
case are of course nonexistent for the asymmetric case, so we will not have anything
further to say about constraints from indirect detection either. In the rest of the
chapter we will concentrate on direct detection searches, where asymmetric FDM can
have very different prospects compared to the symmetric case, due to the presence of
interference, as we will study in detail in the next section.
2.2 Direct Detection
In this section we will calculate the cross section for χ to scatter off of an atomic
nucleus, keeping interference terms. As mentioned in the introduction, when the DM
is symmetric, the interference terms will cancel once the scattering of both χ and χ̄ are
taken into account, but for asymmetric DM, they will be crucial. Based on the model
of section 2.1, it is easy to see that scattering can happen at tree-level through Higgs
exchange. At tree-level, the FDM interaction of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) (for the scalar
and fermion DM cases, respectively) does not contribute to the scattering, however
as was studied in Ref. [23], it does give rise to vector exchange at loop order. The
exchanged vector boson can be either the photon or the Z-boson, but of course the
latter is strongly suppressed compared to the former due to the Z-mass. Therefore
















Figure 2.1: The Feynman diagrams that contribute to direct detection in the scalar DM
case, namely tree level Higgs exchange (a) and γ/Z exchange with the vector boson line
attached to either the mediator φ (b) or to the SM fermions f (c) running in the loop.
After electroweak symmetry breaking, the interaction term in Eq. (2.4) contains
the interaction
Lh ⊃ −vλχhχ∗χh, (2.10)
which leads to the tree-level Higgs exchange. The loop-induced coupling of the DM
to the photon is calculated in Appendix A.3 and in the zero external momentum limit
















and m` is the mass of the tau lepton since we have assumed χτ to be the DM. The
Feynman diagrams for these couplings are shown in figure 2.1.
Combining this with the Higgs and photon propagators, we can write the effective


















For the next step in calculating the scattering cross section, we convert from quark-
level operators to effective nucleon-level operators and we take the nonrelativistic limit
of the matrix elements, which gives (N = p, n)








The coefficients cN at the nucleon level can be written in terms of the coefficients cq































TG given in Ref. [42]. Combining





















The leading (spin-independent) contribution to the nucleon matrix elements of
the operators of Eq. (2.15) are
〈χ, N
∣∣∣∣χ∗↔∂µχNγµN ∣∣∣∣χ, N〉 = 4mχmN ,
〈χ, N
∣∣χ∗χNN ∣∣χ, N〉 = 2mN . (2.20)
Putting everything together, we define the dark matter-nucleon effective couplings
CN = 4mχmNcNγ + 2mNcNh , (2.21)























Figure 2.2: The Feynman diagrams that contribute to direct detection in the fermion DM
case, namely tree level Higgs exchange (a) and γ/Z exchange with the vector boson line
attached to either the mediator φ (b) or to the SM fermions f (c) running in the loop
2.2.2 Fermion DM
The calculation of the scattering cross section for the fermion DM case proceeds
through the same steps as in the scalar DM case. The tree-level Higgs exchange
arises from the interaction of Eq. (2.6) after electroweak symmetry breaking
Lh ⊃ −λχhχ̄χh, (2.23)
while the loop induced coupling of the DM to the photon is given by
Leff = bχχ̄γνχ∂µF µν + µχχ̄iσµνχF µν , (2.24)

















Note that this agrees with Ref. [23]. The Feynman diagrams for these couplings are
shown in figure 2.2. The relativistic effective Lagrangian describing the interaction
of the DM with quarks is














, cqγ = eQqbχ, c
q
md = eQqµχ. (2.28)
We next convert the quark-level operators to nucleon-level operators and take the
nonrelativistic limit. Details of the matching of operator coefficients between the
quark and nucleon level operators can be found in Appendix A.5. We thus arrive at
the effective Lagrangian at the nucleon level (N = p, n)









Here Kµ is the sum of the incoming and outgoing nucleon momenta, and the coeffi-

























and the charge and magnetic coefficients of the magnetic dipole moment are
cNQ = eQNµχ/2mN , c
N
µ = −eµ̃Nµχ/2mN , (2.32)
where µ̃N is the nucleon magnetic moment, with µ̃p = 2.8 and µ̃n = −1.9.
So far we have kept the magnetic dipole terms. Their momentum dependence
makes it impossible to write the differential event rate as the product of the elastic
cross section and the velocity integration. We calculate the differential rate numeri-
cally, and work out the exclusion limits from LUX [43] in the presence of the dipole
terms in Appendix A.5. The result is shown in Fig. 2.3. We find that the effect of
the magnetic dipole operator is negligible compared to the charge operator in setting
limits for the coupling λφ. Based on this, for the rest of the chapter we will drop the
magnetic dipole contributions.
The leading (spin-independent) contribution to the nucleon matrix elements are
〈χ, N
∣∣χγµχNγµN ∣∣χ, N〉 = 4mχmN ,
〈χ, N
∣∣χχNN ∣∣χ, N〉 = 4mχmN . (2.33)
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Figure 2.3: The LUX bound on the coupling λφ for mφ = 500 GeV calculated using the
charge term alone, the dipole term alone, and the full combination.
As in the scalar DM case, we define the dark matter-nucleon effective couplings
CN = 4mχmNcNγ + 4mχmNcNh , (2.34)






































[ZCp + (A− Z)Cn]2 . (2.37)
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2.3 Results
In this section, we use the cross section formulas derived in the Sec. 2.2 in order
to calculate the bounds on lepton-flavored DM and directly compare the regions of
parameter space that have been excluded for the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
Note that the full parameter space of our model is four-dimensional (with the two
masses mχ, mφ and the two couplings λφ and λχh) and therefore it is not possible
to visually represent the phenomenological aspects of a full parameter scan. Instead,
we choose to present the highlights in two pairs of complementary plots (for the
scalar DM and fermion DM cases each), one pair where the masses are fixed at
representative values and the couplings are varied, and one pair where the masses
are varied, and a particular value of the couplings is chosen for each mass point.
Combining the information in these plots, the reader should be able to develop an
intuitive understanding for the prospects of the model in the full parameter space.
For the asymmetric scalar and fermion DM cases, we show in Fig. 2.4 and in
Fig. 2.5 (respectively) the regions in the (λχh, λφ) plane for some representative choices
of mχ and mφ that are consistent with the bounds from LUX [43]. We also check the
bounds from CREEST, CDMS-Si, and SuperCDMS [44, 45, 46], but we find that the
LUX bound dominates as long as mχ & 5 GeV. Such low values of mχ are not very
interesting however, as λχh has to be very small in order to be consistent with the
invisible Higgs decay bounds [47, 48], namely BRh→χ̄χ < 0.58. We only plot λφ > 0
since the cross section depends only on λ2φ, whereas the sign of λχh is physical. We
restrict ourselves to |λχh| < 0.25 in the fermion DM case, since the χ-Higgs coupling
in this case arises from a higher-dimensional operator which is generated at Λ & TeV
[see Eq. (2.7)]. Note that the allowed parameter regions lie in a band around a curve
of maximal interference. The curve of maximal interference is a parabola since the
Higgs exchange amplitude scales as λχh while the photon exchange amplitude scales





why in the right plots the parabola moves toward the vertical axis with increasing
mφ. While many features are similar for the scalar and fermion DM cases, one
difference stands out: as can be seen the left plots, for scalar DM both the shape of
the curve of maximal interference as well as the size of the allowed region around this
curve depend sensitively on mχ while for fermion DM the allowed region is much less
sensitive to mχ. This is due to the difference between Eqs (2.20) and (2.33), where in
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Figure 2.4: The region in the (λχh, λφ) plane for the asymmetric scalar DM case consistent
with the LUX bound. (Left) mφ fixed at 500 GeV while mχ is varied. (Right) mχ is fixed
at 200 GeV while mφ is varied. For mχ = 40 GeV, the allowed region is limited to small
values of λχh because of the invisible Higgs decay bound.
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Figure 2.5: The region in the (λχh, λφ) plane for the asymmetric fermion DM case consis-
tent with the LUX bound. (Left) mφ fixed at 500 GeV while mχ is varied. (Right) mχ is
fixed at 200 GeV while mφ is varied. For mχ = 40 GeV, the allowed region is limited to
small values of λχh because of the invisible Higgs decay bound.
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the scalar DM case the scaling of the Higgs-exchange and photon-exchange nuclear
matrix elements with mχ is different, while the scaling is the same in the fermion DM
case.
Next, we contrast the regions in the parameter space that can be consistent with
the LUX bound for symmetric and antisymmetric lepton-flavored DM as a function
of the masses mχ and mφ. In the left plot of Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 (for scalar and fermion
DM, respectively), we start by calculating for any point in the mχ-mφ plane the value
of λφ that gives rise to the correct relic density in the symmetric DM case (for details
of the relic abundance calculation, see Appendix A). For the symmetric DM case,
we then check whether this parameter point is excluded by direct detection, keeping
λχh = 0, since for the symmetric case the two channels add incoherently so any finite
value of λχh only strengthens the direct detection constraint. Next, for the same
value of λφ, we check whether there is any value of λχh (within the interval [-1.5, 1.5]
for scalar DM and [-0.5, 0.5] for fermion DM, and consistent with the invisible Higgs
decay bound if 2mχ < mh) for which asymmetric DM can be consistent with the
direct detection bound. In the second plot (right), we exchange the roles of λχh and
λφ and repeat the same procedure, in other words λχh is now fixed at the value which
gives the correct relic abundance for the symmetric DM (both signs are considered)
at any value of mχ and mφ (subject to the same constraints as mentioned above), and
for antisymmetric DM λφ is allowed to float in looking for consistency with the direct
detection bound. Note that we have excluded the regions mφ < 105 GeV in these
plots due to φ-pair production bounds from LEP. This is only meant as a conservative
approximation to the LEP bound, however the direct search bounds from the LHC
(such as stau searches) will rule out this region in any case and extend further, and
for this reason the lowest mφ regions should not be taken too seriously. A full analysis
of the LHC constraints will be studied in upcoming work, but it is outside the scope
of this paper due to the large number of LHC searches that need to be recast. Since
pair production cross sections of noncolored particles (especially scalars) fall off very
rapidly however, we do not expect the inclusion of LHC bounds to drastically change
plots 2.6 and 2.7.
While choosing either λφ = 0 or λχh = 0 for the symmetric case in Figs. 2.6 and
2.7 may appear to be somewhat arbitrary, this in fact allows us to fully map out
the exclusion region from direct detection bounds, in the following sense: If a point
in the mχ-mφ plane is excluded by LUX in both Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 in the symmetric
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Figure 2.6: The excluded region in the mχ-mφ plane for scalar DM. For the left plot, λφ is
calculated point by point to give the correct relic abundance for symmetric DM. The orange
region includes points where this calculated value exceeds 1.5. The green region then shows
the points excluded by direct detection for symmetric DM using this value of λφ. The blue
region shows points where direct detection also excludes asymmetric DM for the same value
of λφ, and for any value of λχh (subject to |λχh| < 1.5; for 2mχ < mh, consistency with the
invisible Higgs decay bound is also required). For the right plot, the roles of λφ and λχh
are reversed, and both signs of λχh are used in plotting the blue region. See the main text
for further details.
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Figure 2.7: The excluded region in the mχ-mφ plane for fermion DM. For the left plot,
λφ is calculated point by point to give the correct relic abundance for symmetric DM. The
orange region includes points where this calculated value exceeds 1.5. The green region
then shows the points excluded by direct detection for symmetric DM using this value of
λφ. The blue region shows points where direct detection also excludes asymmetric DM for
the same value of λφ, and for any value of |λχh| < 0.5 (for 2mχ < mh, consistency with the
invisible Higgs decay bound is also required). For the right plot, the roles of λφ and λχh
are reversed, and both signs of λχh are used in plotting the blue region. See the main text
for further details.
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case, it is ruled out even when both couplings are allowed to vary, subject to the relic
abundance constraint, as we will now argue. Interference is absent in the symmetric






χh for some constants CDD,φ and CDD,h. Similarly,
the cross section of DM annihilation relevant for the relic abundance calculation can





χh, for the same reason
3. Thus, for a given
mass point, obtaining the correct relic abundance constrains the model to lie on
an ellipse in the λ2φ-λχh plane, with the major axis pointing along either the λ
2
φ or
the λχh axis. Moreover, the contours corresponding to constant scattering rate in
a direct detection experiment are also ellipses with their major axis pointed along
either the λ2φ or the λχh axis. Thus, as one moves around the ellipse for obtaining
the correct relic abundance, one will always find the point with the smallest direct
detection scattering rate where the family of ellipses from direct detection are tangent
to the ellipse from relic abundance. Since both ellipses are pointed along one of the
coordinate axes, this will happen on one of the coordinate axes, thus there can be
no point with both couplings nonzero that can result in a smaller scattering rate for
direct detection than at the points with one of the couplings equal to zero.
There are many interesting features in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7, which we now go over
in detail. First of all, note that for symmetric DM, the entire parameter region is
excluded for fermion DM with negligible FDM coupling (right plot in Fig. 2.7, apart
from a very narrow band near the Higgs resonance region, where λχh can be very
small). This exclusion extends all the way down to zero mass due to the invisible Higgs
bound. Similarly, scalar DM with negligible Higgs coupling (left plot in Fig. 2.6) is
also ruled out for a DM mass above 8 GeV, below which direct detection experiments
lose sensitivity. The nearly-complete exclusion for these two cases is due to relic
abundance requiring a very large coupling due to suppressions in the amplitude.
Scalar DM with FDM interactions annihilates to leptons, so the s-wave annihilation
is chirally suppressed [see Eq. A.5)] and therefore p-wave annihilation dominates.
Fermion DM that annihilates through Higgs exchange is also velocity suppressed.
In both cases, turning on both couplings for asymmetric DM opens up regions of
parameter space that can be consistent with all constraints. In particular, for scalar
3There is a caveat here that the reaction χχ→ ττ does in fact have a cross term between φ and
h exchange. However, the Yukawa coupling of the τ is small enough that this term can be neglected
for all practical purposes.
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DM, the only region that is ruled out is for 2mχ < mh where the invisible Higgs
decay bound forces λχh to be very small such that the interference cannot be very
effective. For fermion DM where we set λχh by the relic abundance in the symmetric
case (Fig. 2.7, right), the large mφ region is ruled out even for the asymmetric case,
because the effective DM-photon coupling scales as λ2φ/m
2
φ, so a value of λφ of order
one is not strong enough to cancel the very large Higgs exchange contribution in
direct detection.
There are also a few interesting features in the left plot of Fig. 2.7. For symmetric
DM, the exclusion region extends both to large mφ for light mχ, as well as to relatively
large mχ when mφ−mχ is small. The former region is ruled out because both direct
detection and relic abundance depend on λφ and mφ in the same way, thus the direct
detection constraint does not weaken even at large mφ. The latter region is ruled
out because the loop that gives rise to the effective DM-photon coupling is enhanced
in this kinematic regime, and therefore the direct detection bound is stronger than
one would naively expect. In a way similar to Fig. 2.6 (left), the excluded region
for asymmetric DM is basically due to the invisible Higgs decay bound, which forces
λχh to remain small, and therefore makes the interference ineffective. Also similar
to Fig. 2.6 (left), the region mχ < 10 GeV is not excluded because direct detection
experiments lose sensitivity at such low recoils.
2.4 Conclusion and Outlook
We have introduced the scenario of lepton-flavored asymmetric dark matter, where
the same mechanism that generates a lepton asymmetry at high scales also generates a
DM asymmetry, and we have studied the prospects of this scenario for direct detection
experiments. In particular, we have emphasized the fact that the interactions present
in the model lead to both Higgs and photon exchange in direct detection, and that
the corresponding amplitudes are naturally of the right size such that interference
can be important, leading to a significant weakening in the bounds reported by direct
detection experiments. We have contrasted the regions of parameter space excluded
by the null results of direct detection experiments for this scenario with the parameter
space of the same model where no DM asymmetry is generated, and where therefore
the interference effects cancel out once the scattering of both the DM particle and
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its antiparticle off of nuclei are taken into account. In particular, we showed that
in the symmetric case with fermion DM where the Higgs exchange dominates, the
parameter space is entirely ruled out except for a narrow Higgs resonance window,
while in the asymmetric case a large fraction of the parameter space is still allowed.
The same conclusion also holds for scalar DM with a mass above 8 GeV when the
FDM interaction dominates.
Turning to prospects of this model for future experiments, we note that the pres-
ence of interference in direct detection can be confirmed by separately determining
the DM scattering rate off of protons and neutrons. This can be achieved in the
next generation of direct detection experiments if more than one experiment with a
nonidentical active detector material can observe a signal, since the ratios of protons
to neutrons in the nuclei of the active materials will then be different. A separate
measurement of the scattering rates from protons and neutrons can then be used to
solve for λφ and λχh.
While indirect detection signals are absent for asymmetric DM, the collider phe-
nomenology of our model is identical to the symmetric case. The discovery prospects
in the multilepton final state at the LHC were studied in Ref. [23] at which point
no collider constraints were available. It would now be interesting to study the con-
straints imposed on the lepton-flavored dark matter model by translating the searches
performed by ATLAS and CMS in the dilepton and multilepton final states with and
without transverse missing energy. Due to the multiplicity of such analyses this was
outside the scope of this work, but these constraints will be studied in upcoming
work.
In this chapter we considered it sufficient to simply outline the details of a model
which would lead to the generation of a DM asymmetry during high-scale leptogen-
esis, and to remark that an order one coupling for the FDM interaction would then
efficiently annihilate the symmetric part of the DM particles. In the following chap-
ter we take up this question in greater quantitative detail and calculate the energy
density left over in the asymmetric DM as a function of the parameters of a particular
UV model.
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Chapter Three: Secretly asymmetric dark matter1
Asymmetric dark matter (ADM) [31, 55, 33, 56, 32, 34, 37, 36] is motivated by the
observation that the dark matter and baryon energy densities today are comparable,
so that for dark matter masses of a few GeV, the number densities of the dark and
visible sectors are also roughly comparable. The baryon number density today is set
by an asymmetry, which suggests that dark matter could also be asymmetric, with the
origin of the two asymmetries being related. In order to realize the conventional ADM
scenario, a mechanism has to be put in place in order to break U(1)χ, a symmetry
which guarantees conservation of dark matter (DM) number, in much the same way
that baryon number has to be broken in order to generate an asymmetry in the visible
sector.
In this chapter we study the possibility that for a dark sector with multiple states,
the ADM paradigm can be realized without having to break U(1)χ. Asymmetries can
be generated in the different dark sector states, while keeping the total charge under
the U(1)χ at zero. If heavier states in the dark sector decay to lighter ones after
DM annihilations have frozen out [35, 57], then the final DM population is in fact
symmetric, even though its abundance was set by an asymmetry. For this reason we
will refer to this mechanism as Secretly Asymmetric Dark Matter (SADM). The idea
of repopulating the symmetric component of DM at late times through oscillations
has also been explored [58, 59, 60, 61, 62].
The relic abundance of DM in this mechanism is in some ways similar to the
abundance of charged stable particles in the Standard Model (SM). Even though
the abundances of baryons and leptons are set by an initial asymmetry, the universe
is always charge neutral and U(1)EM is never broken. If protons were to decay at
late times, the universe could end up with a symmetric population of electrons and
positrons which is secretly asymmetric.
1This chapter is based on work previously published as ref. [54]. This author contributed to the
methodology, calculations, and text of this paper.
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3.1 The Generation of the Asymmetry
Flavored dark matter (FDM) models [63, 21, 23, 64, 24, 65, 27, 29, 28, 4, 66, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72] have multiple dark matter states by construction, as well as a
simple way to connect the DM states with baryons or leptons that allows the transfer
of asymmetries between the two sectors. Therefore, the SADM mechanism can be
naturally realized in FDM models. In this work we will use a model of lepton flavored
dark matter to demonstrate how the proposed mechanism works. We will assume
that high-scale leptogenesis [38] (see refs. [73, 74] for a review and comprehensive
list of references) generates an asymmetry in the lepton sector, which will then be
transferred to baryons and to the dark sector.
Specifically, consider a model of FDM in which three flavors of SM singlet Dirac
fermions (χ, χc)i (i = 1, 2, 3) interact with the right-handed leptons of the SM via a
scalar mediator φ, with the interaction given by
LFDM = λij φχi ecj + h.c. (3.1)
We will denote the mass of the lightest χ by mχ and the typical mass splitting between
the χ flavors by δm.
It is worth commenting on the conserved quantum numbers in the presence of the
interaction in equation 3.1. Individual lepton numbers Li in the SM can be extended
by assigning charges to χi. We will refer to the extended lepton numbers by L̃i. Then
U(1)B−L̃ remains unbroken and anomaly-free, except for the explicit breaking from
heavy right-handed neutrinos. If the coupling matrix λij is flavor-diagonal in the
charged lepton and χ mass basis, the U(1)3
L̃
flavor symmetry is preserved to a good
approximation at low energies, broken only by the light neutrino mass matrix. The
neutrino masses are small enough to have no effect on the physics to be discussed
here, and will therefore be neglected from here on. The presence of off-diagonal entries
in the couplings λij do have interesting phenomenological consequences; however for
the sake of simplicity we will defer the discussion of these effects to a more detailed
study and we will restrict ourselves to the flavor-universal case with λij ≡ δijλ. Note
that there is also a separate U(1)χ symmetry under which all three χi have the same
charge and the mediator φ has the opposite charge.
As mentioned above, we assume that out-of-equilibrium decays of the lightest
right handed neutrino N1 generate a net B − L̃ asymmetry in the SM sector. The
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Figure 3.1: Rates of the most important FDM processes and the Hubble scale as a






/s ≡ ∆i −∆Yχi (3.2)
are conserved from the end of leptogenesis down to scales where neutrino oscillations
become important. Here s is the entropy density, Yχi = nχi/s are the comoving
number densities of dark matter, and ∆i = (B/3− Li) /s are the conserved comoving
quantum numbers in the absence of the dark sector. Depending on which linear
superposition of the e, µ and τ flavors N1 couples to, leptogenesis generates nonzero
values for these conserved quantities, which we will take as the initial conditions for
the SADM mechanism.
Let us now follow the thermal history of the universe from the end of leptogenesis
to lower temperatures. For concreteness we will use a specific parameter point (λ =
0.05,mχ = 500 GeV, mφ = 10
6 GeV, δm = 0.4mχ, Tleptogenesis > 10
12 GeV), and
in figure 3.1 we show for this parameter point how the rates of the most important
processes in the model compare to the Hubble scale as a function of temperature.
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With these values, the FDM interaction of equation 3.1 goes into chemical equilibrium
after all N have decayed. This is not a necessary condition for the SADM mechanism
to work and merely simplifies the discussion, as it lets us take initial conditions
from leptogenesis (values of ∆i, denoted henceforth as ∆
0
i ) in a modular fashion. If
the FDM interaction is already in equilibrium during leptogenesis one can solve the
Boltzmann equation to track the asymmetries in the two sectors as a function of time.
As the universe continues to cool down, the asymmetry originally generated in
the left-handed leptons is transferred to the right-handed leptons (through the SM
Yukawas), the baryons (through sphalerons) and to the χi (through the FDM inter-
actions). With all these interactions in equilibrium, the comoving asymmetries of all
species can be related to the conserved quantities during this epoch (the ∆̃i) through
equilibrium thermodynamics, with the constraints that the total hypercharge and
the total U(1)χ number of the universe stay zero. Since individual χ numbers are all





equilibrium is equal to the value of (∆i)− (∆Yχi) just before, namely ∆0i .
At our parameter point, the next step in the thermal evolution is the FDM inter-
action falling out of equilibrium as the temperature drops below mφ. This decouples
the SM and FDM sector asymmetries. Now the comoving asymmetries ∆Yχi are all













At the same time, the total B − L̃ comoving asymmetry in the SM sector at early










which imposes a constraint on the possible initial conditions. From this point on, the
thermal evolution of the SM sector proceeds as usual.
After the symmetric component of DM annihilates away (through mechanisms
discussed below), the DM relic abundance today is given by
ρDM = mχ s0
(




Figure 3.2: The values of mχ needed to obtain the correct ρB and ρDM as the initial
lepton asymmetries ∆0i are varied subject to the constraint of equation 3.4, assuming
there is no symmetric component to the relic. The values of ξi ≡ ∆0i /∆YB−L for any
















|∆Yχe|+ |∆Yχµ|+ |∆Yχτ |
(3.6)
relates the value of mχ to observed values of ρB and ρDM (with ρB/ρDM = 0.185 [75]),
given any initial condition ∆0i . This is illustrated in figure 3.2. Note that ρB and
ρDM depend on different combinations of the initial conditions.
While for generic initial conditions we expect mχ to be a few GeV, both larger
and smaller values are possible in the following two limits: If the leptogenesis mech-
anism generates almost equal ∆0i then equation 3.3 sets the ∆Yχi to be small, and
therefore the DM mass needs to be large to obtain the right ρDM . On the other
hand, if the leptogenesis mechanism generates large individual asymmetries for the
SM lepton flavors that almost cancel [76] (e.g. ∆0τ = −∆0µ  ∆0e ∼ ∆YB−L) then the
denominator in equation 3.6 is large, and the DM mass needs to be small.
3.2 Decays in the dark sector
If the mass splitting δmij ≡ mχi − mχj is less than m`i + m`j , the decays χi →
χj+X can only proceed through χ-flavor mixing or through strongly suppressed loop
processes [77], and the lifetime can be so long that all three χ can be treated as stable
for practical purposes. For larger splittings however, the decay χi → χj`i ¯̀j proceeds






If decays become important before χ-χ̄ annihilations freeze out, then they depop-
ulate the heavier flavors and the dark matter abundance is set by the usual symmetric
thermal freeze-out. Therefore, if the relic abundance based on the initial asymmetry
is to survive at late times, then decays need to happen after annihilations freeze-out,
but before Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in order to avoid early universe con-
straints. This is a core requirement of our set up. It is straightforward to check that
this condition is satisfied at our parameter point. The width of the heavier flavors
for these parameters is illustrated by the horizontal line in figure 3.1.
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3.3 Annihilation of the symmetric DM
component
If FDM annihilations χiχ̄j → l−i l+j are still active below T ∼ mχ, then they deplete
the asymmetry in the dark sector. Therefore, another core requirement for SADM is
to ensure that the FDM interaction decouples while χ is relativistic. This also implies
that we need additional interactions which can annihilate the symmetric component
of DM, without depleting the asymmetry. We consider the setup, referred from here
on as the Z ′-model, where the U(1)χ symmetry is gauged with a coupling gD, and
where the gauge boson Z ′µ acquires a small mass mZ′ < mχ. The Z
′ couples to the
χi in a flavor-diagonal fashion and leads to efficient χi-χ̄i annihilations, such that the
symmetric component of DM annihilates away for gD & gWIMP, where gWIMP is the
coupling that leads to the correct relic abundance for a thermal relic with the same
mass.
Since φ carries a unit charge under U(1)χ as well as hypercharge, it leads to kinetic




BµνZ ′µν , (3.8)
where the loop of φ generates ε ∼ 10−3 – 10−4 for couplings needed to annihilate the
symmetric part. However, other UV contributions to the kinetic mixing can lead to
a larger or smaller value of ε. The Z ′ can decay to the light SM fermions through the
kinetic mixing.
3.4 Experimental Signatures of the Z ′-model
If all flavors of χ are long-lived on cosmological timescales then there are no annihila-
tions happening today and therefore indirect detection experiments are not sensitive
to this case. If on the other hand only the lightest flavor survives today, then the
DM distribution is symmetric. Since there is only a lower limit on gD, one can obtain
a stronger signal in indirect detection for a given mχ compared to a WIMP. In par-
ticular, the annihilations will take the form χ̄χ → Z ′Z ′ → 4f , where f denotes SM
fermions with mf < mZ′/2. Depending on mZ′ , the leading constraint from indirect
detection may arise from positrons [80, 81], photons [82] or CMB measurements of
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Figure 3.3: Constraints on the Z ′-model. Left: Direct detection constraints from
LUX [86, 87], SuperCDMS [88] and CRESST-II [89] for representative values of ε and
gD = gWIMP. Right: Indirect detection constraints from Planck [75], Fermi [82] and
AMS [80, 81]. For reference we also show the annihilation cross section [90] which
gives the correct relic abundance in our model with no asymmetry. mZ′ is taken to
be mχ/2 for both plots.
ionization [75]. These constraints were considered in ref. [83, 84, 85], and they are
shown in the right-hand plot of figure 3.3.
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The Z ′-hypercharge mixing also gives rise to a signal in direct detection experi-
ments such as LUX [86, 87], SuperCDMS [88] and CRESST-II [89]. Since tree-level
Z-exchange is excluded by orders of magnitude, this translates to a strong constraint
on the model parameters. In the left-hand plot of figure 3.3 we show the bounds in
the mχ-σ0 plane for a specific choice of mZ′ = mχ/2.
Finally, there are also bounds on the model from dark photon searches, which can
be quite stringent for a very light Z ′ [91, 92]. However for mZ′ & 1 GeV, the bound
for ε is typically at the 10−3 level, and generic values in our model are compatible
with this constraint.
We see that direct detection, indirect detection and dark photon searches provide
a complementary set of constraints for the parameter space of the Z ′ model. Light
DM with mχ ' 5 GeV, which can be obtained from generic initial conditions (see
figure 3.2), is unconstrained by direct detection even for generic values of ε, and can
be within reach of future experiments probing light dark matter. The low mχ region
is in tension with indirect detection bounds, but the constraints may be evaded in a
modified version of the model, for example if the main annihilation channel is into
neutrinos. Heavier mχ & O(100 GeV) are unconstrained by either set of bounds.
3.5 Alternative model for annihilating the
symmetric part
In order to stress the model dependence of some of the bounds considered above, we
describe a variation of the model where DM annihilates via a scalar instead of a Z ′.
In particular, consider a light real scalar S with the interactions
LS = κijSχiχcj − V (S) . (3.9)
Consistent with the U(1)3
L̃
global symmetry we will take κij ≡ δijκ. S develops a
coupling to the right-handed SM leptons at one loop through the FDM interaction,
and can therefore efficiently annihilate the symmetric part of the DM distribution.
S does not mix with the Higgs boson until at least the two-loop order, and even
this mixing is suppressed by lepton Yukawa couplings. Therefore, unlike the Z ′,
tree-level S exchange only gives a negligible signal in direct detection experiments.
Furthermore, the annihilation channel χ̄χ → SS is p-wave suppressed, which means
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that even for a fully symmetric χ distribution today, indirect detection signals are
expected to be very weak. Thus, this alternative model is basically unconstrained by
the experiments discussed above.
3.6 Conclusions
We have studied the SADM mechanism where for a dark sector with multiple states,
the relic abundance is set by an asymmetry even though the DM number remains
zero. If heavier DM states can decay to the lightest state, then DM is symmetric at
late times, whereas otherwise multiple DM components can be present today. This
mechanism is realized naturally in models of FDM. Experimental signals, if present,
arise mainly due to the sector of the model that is responsible for annihilating the
symmetric component of the DM. We have presented two alternatives for this sector:
a Z ′-model where Z ′-hypercharge mixing generically takes place at the one-loop level,
and a scalar model where mixing with the Higgs can naturally be very small. For
the former model there are a number of experimental constraints from DM searches
as well as dark photon searches, and future experiments should be able to probe a
sizable fraction of the parameter space currently consistent with constraints. The
latter model on the other hand is very difficult to probe experimentally, and its
parameter space is largely unconstrained.
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Chapter Four: Addressing Astrophysical and
Cosmological Problems With Secretly Asymmetric
Dark Matter1
Secretly Asymmetric Dark Matter (SADM) was proposed in the previous chapter as a
mechanism to generate the dark matter (DM) relic abundance through an asymmetry
in the dark sector despite an exact (global or gauged) DM number symmetry U(1)χ.
In the implementation of this idea in ref. [54], the asymmetry is first generated in
the visible sector through high-scale leptogenesis [38]2 and then transferred to a dark
sector containing three DM flavors χi, a flavorless mediator φ, and a dark photon γD
via a coupling to the right-handed leptons of the Standard Model (SM). The mediator
in that case is charged both under SM hypercharge and under U(1)χ, and therefore
leads to mixing between the photon and the dark photon at the one-loop level. This
is phenomenologically only acceptable if the dark photon has a nonzero mass [94],
and therefore the experimental signatures of the model manifest themselves at short
distances, but in the context of long distance physics it falls under the collisionless
cold DM category.
In this chapter we introduce a different implementation of the SADM mechanism,
where a massless dark photon is phenomenologically allowed, and leads to a rich set of
astrophysical signatures, despite the rather minimal high-energy setup. We argue that
this setup is capable of addressing open questions in astrophysics both at the large
(Hubble-scale) and small (galaxy-scale) scales simultaneously. The model we propose
serves as a short-distance implementation of two mechanisms that have recently been
proposed to address the same open questions, namely Dark Acoustic Oscillations [99,
95, 97, 96, 98] and Hidden Hydrogen DM [101, 102]. By focusing on a particular
region of parameter space of the model, we show that the H0 discrepancy [103], the
σ8 discrepancy [105, 106, 107, 108, 104] and the mass deficit problem [109, 104, 110]
in dwarf galaxies and galaxy clusters can all be addressed. There have been many
1This chapter is based on work previously published as ref. [93]. This author contributed to the
methodology, calculations, and text of this paper.
2See reviews of leptogenesis such as ref.s [73, 74] for a comprehensive list of references.
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efforts in the literature to address these discrepancies using non-standard DM self
interactions [111, 112, 114, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120]. The SADM model
presented here extends these efforts by providing a minimal short-distance setup that
nevertheless has rich enough dynamics to address multiple issues across a wide range
of scales.
The core feature of the SADM mechanism is that due to the unbroken DM number
symmetry, the total dark charge of the universe is zero at all times, but there can be
several DM flavors that have individual asymmetries. Due to the crucial role of there
being multiple DM flavors, SADM can be considered as a special case of the Flavored
Dark Matter scenario [63, 21, 23, 64, 28, 72, 121]. Unlike the model studied in ref. [54]
however, where the heavier DM flavors decay to the lightest one before Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and result in a symmetric distribution of the lightest DM
flavor at late times, in the model we study in this work all DM flavors are extremely
long-lived and are still present today. This means that flavors with opposite signs
of asymmetry (and with opposite dark charges) must coexist, along with a massless
dark photon that mediates long-range interactions, and therefore multiple bound
states can form, each one behaving as atomic DM [122, 123, 111]. These bound
states, along with unbound DM particles and the massless dark photon then give rise
to rich dynamics across a range of distance scales. The dark photon as an additional
relativistic degree of freedom helps ease the tension between CMB-based [124] and
low redshift [103, 126, 125] measurements of H0, dark acoustic oscillations in the early
universe that arise from the scattering of free and bound states leads to a suppression
of the matter power spectrum at small scales, and the scattering between bound
states after structure formation leads to a flattening of the DM density distribution
inside haloes.
The layout of this chapter is as follows: In section 4.1 we introduce the short-
distance model, and we consider its phenomenology in the context of particle physics
observables and constraints. In section 4.2 we then study the cosmological features of
the model, and the astrophysical signatures that it gives rise to at the large and small
scales. We conclude in section 4.3 and we consider directions for future research.
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4.1 The Model, and particle physics
considerations
In this section we will introduce our SADM model and consider its high energy as-
pects. We assume heavy right handed neutrinos Ni exist and that they have Majorana
masses as well as a Yukawa coupling to the SM leptons
L ⊃MN,ijNiNj + Y Nij Ni`jH† + h.c., (4.1)
where H is the SM Higgs doublet. This well-studied extension of the SM generates
both light neutrino masses through the see-saw mechanism and it also allows the
creation of a net B − L number as the origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the SM sector through CP violating phases in the coupling matrix Y Nij . These
features are explored in depth in reviews of leptogenesis [73, 74].
To this setup we add three flavors of Dirac fermions (χ, χc)i and a scalar φ with
the couplings (in the χ-mass basis)
L ⊃M2φ|φ|2 +mχ,iχciχi + λijNiχjφ+ h.c.. (4.2)
Note that an exact U(1)χ symmetry exists, under which all χ have charge +1, while
all χc and φ have charge -1. We will take this symmetry to be gauged by the dark
photon, with a fine structure constant αd. The λij coupling matrix contains physical
phases and is a source of CP-violation in the dark sector. We choose the N to only
couple to the left-handed χ (and φ) but not the right-handed χc (and φ∗). If couplings
to both χ and χc are present with O(1) coefficients, this can allow a heavier χ particle
to decay to a lighter one within the age of the universe, as will be discussed later
in this section. While a coupling to χc will be generated through quantum effects,
this effect is suppressed by ratio of χ and N masses, and this does not invalidate our
estimate of the χ lifetime presented below. We will soon introduce a convention for
assigning the flavor labels i.
The mediator φ, being a scalar, will be taken to be heavy, though we will assume
that it is lighter than the right-handed neutrinos. Once the right-handed neutrinos
become non-relativistic and the interaction of equation 4.2 drops out of equilibrium,
the SM and dark sectors decouple from one another. As the heavy neutrinos N decay,
they will then generate asymmetries both in the SM leptons and in the dark sector
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(in φ and the χi); however as mentioned before U(1)χ is never broken and therefore
the total dark charge of the universe is zero at all times. With the interaction of
equation 4.2 out of equilibrium, the asymmetries generated in the three χ flavors
cannot wash each other out. As the temperature drops further, the φ particles become
nonrelativistic and the symmetric part of the φ particle distribution annihilates to
dark photons. The asymmetric φ particles then decay as φ → χ `±H∓, transferring
their dark charge to the χ flavors, such that after the φ decays the asymmetry in the
dark sector will reside entirely in the three DM flavors, in such a way that the total
dark charge of the universe remains zero. Note that the heaviness of both φ and N
means that the χ are very challenging to access in collider, direct detection, or indirect
detection experiments. Our model does however have astrophysical signatures, which
are the focus of this paper and which we will study in the next section.
Assuming generic phases in the entries of the Y Nij and the λij matrices, the ratio
of the typical magnitudes of the elements of Y Nij and the typical magnitudes of the
elements of λij will determine the branching ratio of the decaying N into the visible
vs the dark sector, and thereby the ratio of the overall lepton number (more precisely,
B − L number) and the flavor-by-flavor χ asymmetries that are generated through
heavy neutrino decays.
Therefore, for similar magnitudes in the entries of the Y Nij and the λij matrices,
the fact that ΩDM ∼ 5ΩB suggests the GeV scale for the mass of the heaviest χ
flavor, but if the entries of one coupling matrix are larger than those of the other,
then this mass can also vary in either direction. As we will show in section 4.2, the
region of parameter space that is of interest for us has the mass of the heaviest DM
flavor ∼ O(10) GeV, the mass of the lightest DM flavor ∼ O(1) MeV, and a value for
αd of order several percent. In this parameter region, the symmetric parts of the χ
distributions annihilate efficiently, leaving behind only the asymmetric part generated
during the N decays.
The asymmetry generated in the different χ flavors will differ from one another.
In fact, due to the total dark charge of the universe being zero, there will always be
one χ flavor with one sign of the asymmetry, and two flavors with the opposite sign,
after the φ particles have all decayed. We will adopt the following naming convention
for the three χ flavors: The χ flavor which is unique in its sign of the asymmetry will
be labeled χ1, whereas the two χ flavors with the other sign of the asymmetry will
be labeled χ2 and χ3, such that mχ2 > mχ3 . As we will see in the next section, the
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Figure 4.1: The estimate of the probability distribution function for the ratio n3/n1.
See main text for the details of the calculation.
most interesting phenomenology is obtained when χ3 and not χ1 is the lightest DM
flavor. Thus we will take mχ1 > mχ3 as well, while either one of χ1 or χ2 could be
the heaviest flavor. The possible bound states are then formed between χ1 and χ2,
labeled H12, and between χ1 and χ3, labeled H13. Since the total dark charge of the
universe is zero at all times, the asymmetries of χ2 and χ3 add up in magnitude to
that of χ1.
The overall size of the entries of the λij coupling matrix determines the branching
fraction of N to the dark sector, and therefore the overall size of the asymmetries
of all χ flavors, while the specific flavor and phase structure in the coupling matrix
determines the branching fractions among the DM flavors. The three comoving asym-
metries ∆Yi of the χ flavors (after φ decays) satisfy
∑3
i=1 ∆Yi = 0. In terms of the
physical number densities of the three χ particles (or antiparticles, depending on the
sign of the asymmetry), this can also be written as n1 = n2 +n3. Thus the ni are not
independent, however the ratio n3/n1 can in principle have any value in the interval
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[0, 1].
We can estimate the probability distribution for this ratio using Monte Carlo
methods with a prior where each entry of the 3 × 3 matrix λij is randomly chosen
over the unit complex circle. To calculate the asymmetry generated in each flavor
from a given matrix λij, we follow standard techniques from leptogenesis [73]. We
assume the heavy neutrino masses are hierarchical with mN1  mN2 ,mN3 (we use
mN1 = 1.0 × 1016 GeV as a benchmark value). N1 decays are fast compared to
the Hubble scale, and therefore the asymmetry production takes place in the strong
washout regime. Ratios of the ∆Yi generated in the N1 decays can be obtained from
the ratios of the CP asymmetry factors for each flavor i
εii ∝ Im{[λ]1i[m∗λ]1i}, (4.3)
where the matrix [m]ij is given by
[m]ij = [λ]ki[λ]kj/mNk . (4.4)
For the branching ratios of the subsequent φ decays, only the tree level contributions
with an off-shell N1 are used, since any additional CP violation introduced at this
stage is subdominant. Note also that an overall rescaling of all λij entries does not
affect the probability distribution of n3/n1, and therefore we are not committing
ourselves to a particular size of the λij couplings by generating random numbers over
the complex unit circle. For a given choice of mN1 and mχi , such a rescaling can
be chosen such that the correct overall ρDM and ρB are obtained. The result for
the n3/n1 probability distribution is shown in figure 4.1. As we will see in the next
section, the region of greatest phenomenological interest corresponds to n3/n1 . 0.1,
which does not require significant fine-tuning.
Even without a compressed spectrum among the DM flavors, all χ are extremely
long-lived, and are still undecayed today. The leading decay mode arises from the
one-loop diagram shown in figure 4.2. Let us estimate the lifetime associated with
this decay mode. Since N is the heaviest particle in the spectrum, we integrate it out
first. At dimension 5, this generates the operator (we use λ to stand in for any O(1)














Figure 4.2: Decay mode for a heavier DM flavor to decay to a lighter one.
Note however that this operator does not contribute to the decay mode of figure 4.2,
since one needs a factor of φφ∗ in order to close the φ loop. In order to do this, we






Next, we will integrate out the heavy mediator φ. In the low energy theory below
mφ, the effective operator that leads to the χ decay is the operator
χ̄σ̄µ∂νχFdµν , (4.7)
where Fdµν is the field strength for U(1)χ. Since all derivatives in this effective










We have also performed the full loop calculation for this process, and we find complete
agreement with the effective field theory estimate presented above, with an added










Figure 4.3: Leading contribution to mixing between the dark photon and the SM
photon.


























 H0 ≈ 10−33 eV. (4.11)
The lifetime is several orders of magnitude larger than the age of the universe for
the parameter region that will be used in this paper. The leading tree-level decay
diagrams are even further suppressed than this decay mode, and are therefore irrel-
evant. As discussed earlier in this section, if the UV theory contains couplings of N
to both χ and χc with O(1) coefficients, then the operator O5 of equation 4.5 will
contain a cross-term containing χχcφφ∗ which can contribute to the decay process at
order 1/mN instead of at order mχ/m
2
N , leading to an unacceptably short lifetime.
If the coupling to χc is absent in the UV theory however, it is only generated with
an mχ/mN suppression, and this contributes at the same order as the piece already
considered in equation 4.9.
As we will see in the next section, the most interesting phenomenological features
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of the model will be obtained when the mass of the heaviest flavor (χ1 or χ2) is
O(10) GeV, the mass of the next heaviest flavor is O(0.1 − 1) GeV, and the mass
of the lightest flavor (χ3) is O(1) MeV. This means that H12 will be strongly bound
and difficult to ionize, serving as a neutral DM component, while H13 may be easy to
ionize, such that a non-negligible fraction of χ3 (and the corresponding amount of χ1)
can be unbound at certain times during the early universe, delaying the decoupling
of the dominant DM component from the dark radiation, and leading to interesting
dynamical effects.
For a massless dark photon, it needs to be checked that the mixing with the SM
photon is acceptably small. More precisely, in the basis where γD only interacts with
χ but not the SM fermions, the millicharge acquired by χ under electromagnetism
needs to be small. The γ-γD mixing is induced at the three-loop level: see figure 4.3.





If λ2 ∼ Y 2 ∼ 0.1 and αd ∼ α, then ε is below 10−10. Let us compare this to
the constraints for millicharged DM (figure 1 in ref. [127], with m ∼ O(10) GeV,
the mass of the heaviest DM flavor), keeping in mind that some of the constraints
will be relaxed, as these were derived with the assumption that all DM particles
are millicharged while we will focus in this work exclusively on the possibility that
all but a small fraction of the χ particles are in bound states, and therefore have
no net millicharge. In particular, the leading constraints from galactic and cluster
magnetic fields probe the DM at small momenta, or at distance scales larger than
the size of the bound states, thus these constraints cannot resolve the millicharges
of the constituents. While the momentum scale that is probed at LUX is still too
small to resolve the constituents of H12, it may be sufficiently large to resolve the
constituents of H13. However, in the parameter space of interest to us, H13 is the
subdominant DM component, which relaxes the constraints below the generic values
of ε in our model. Furthermore, for a significant fraction of the parameter region of
interest to us (especially when mχ2 > mχ1), the mass of H13 is below the sensitivity of
LUX. It is however interesting to note that future direct detection experiments with
a low mass threshold may be able to test the scenario presented here. Finally, for
the parameter region of interest, the value of ε in our model is also below the bounds
from supernovae [94].
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As a final consideration about the particle physics nature of our model, we want
to address the potential concern that flavor oscillations between the DM flavors may
cause a washout of the asymmetries, as the particles of χ1 oscillate into the antipar-
ticles of χ2 or χ3, or the other way around. However, the large mass gap between the
χ flavors in the parameter region of interest in this chapter, and the extremely small
intrinsic widths of these states makes oscillations so small that they are negligible for
all intents and purposes.
4.2 Cosmology and astrophysical signatures
Having discussed the short-distance physics aspects of our model, we now turn our
attention to the role it plays in the dynamics of the early universe, as well as in
late-time astrophysical processes. Although the dark sector is hidden from direct ex-
perimental probes via non-gravitational interactions, the dynamics within the SADM
sector can significantly change the gravitational potential in the early universe and it
leaves visible signals on both the large and small scale structures. We will show that
there is a region of parameter space where observational anomalies on scales of dwarf
galaxies (∼ kpc size) [109, 104], galaxy clusters (∼ Mpc size) [110], the σ8 problem
(∼ 10 Mpc size) [105, 106, 107, 108, 104], and the tension in the measurements of H0
from the CMB [124] and from low redshift measurements [128] may all be addressed.
The input parameters of the model that are relevant at large distances can be listed
as the comoving asymmetries of the χ flavors (of which only two are independent, and
which can therefore be parameterized in terms of n1 and n3/n1 once the symmetric
part of the χ distributions annihilates away), the masses of the three χ flavors, and
αd. In order to calculate how the temperature of the dark sector is related to that of
the SM sector, consider energies above mN where the interaction of equation 4.2 keeps
the two sectors in equilibrium. As the temperature drops below mN , the visible and
dark sectors decouple. At this time, the dark sector contains the three Dirac fermions
χ1,2,3, the complex scalar φ, and the dark photon γD. φ is only somewhat lighter than
the N , and for the parameter region of interest for us, the mass of the lightest flavor is
O(1) MeV. Therefore, at the time of structure formation, only γD is still relativistic.
If there are no other degrees of freedom in the visible sector other than those of the
SM up to energies of mN , then by using the ratio of the number of relativistic degrees
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of freedom in the two sectors at the decoupling scale and at the scale of structure
formation, one obtains ∆Neff = 0.75. However, since the two sectors decouple at a
very high temperature scale, one needs to take into account the possibility that the
visible sector contains additional degrees of freedom (e.g. connected to the solution of
the electroweak naturalness problem, grand unification, etc.) that release additional
entropy in the visible sector as the universe cools down, and thereby further suppress
∆Neff . The value 0.75 should therefore be considered as an upper limit, with the
actual value depending on other possible extensions of the SM. Since a value of 0.75
is outside the 2σ contour for reconciling the H0 discrepancy (see e.g., [124]), we will
adopt a benchmark value of ∆Neff = 0.60 for the remainder of the paper
3, which can
be obtained for example if there are six Dirac fermions beyond the SM in the visible
sector. Adding even more degrees of freedom to the visible sector would further
reduce ∆Neff . It should also be noted that at the time of BBN, ∆Neff is even
smaller (∆Neff = 0.42) since χ3 has not yet become nonrelativistic at that time for
mχ3 . MeV, which is the preferred value for addressing the σ8 problem as we will
see later. Thus our model is compatible with BBN constraints [131].
There are two recombination processes during the early universe, of χ1 with χ2
into H12, and of the remaining χ1 with χ3 into H13. H12 forms earlier due to its
larger binding energy, and the remaining χ1 and χ3 particles scatter with each other
and remain in thermal equilibrium at this time. Similar to the proton-hydrogen
scattering in the SM, the scattering cross section between the non-relativistic χ1 and
the H12 bound state is sufficient for keeping them in thermal equilibrium with each
other. In the scenario we are interested in, the momentum transfer q necessary to
keep H12 in thermal equilibrium at a dark temperature Td ∼ 10 eV during the dark
acoustic oscillations is given by q ∼
√
mχ1 Td ∼ 104.5 eV, which is much smaller
than the inverse size a−10 ∼ (αdmχ2) ∼ 107 eV of the H12 bound state (for mχ2 ∼






Td/mχ1nχ1 ∼ 10−26 eV [111], which exceeds the Hubble expansion rate
at that time. We therefore treat H12-χ1 to be in thermal equilibrium during the
acoustic oscillations. While χ1-χ3 scattering is also efficient, the entire dark sector is
then in thermal equilibrium with the dark photon, and the resulting DM oscillations
delay the formation of large scale structure.
3According to Fig. 35 in [124], this rather large ∆Neff is within 2σ constraint from the joint
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO fit including the low redshift measurement [129].
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The oscillation stops as H13 recombines, which leaves too few free (dark-)charged
particles to sustain the oscillations. These dark acoustic oscillations generate a small
but visible damping of the matter power spectrum and may provide a solution to the
σ8 problem. A more complete parameter fitting procedure including also the CMB
and BAO data is necessary to confirm this claim in full detail, however in this work
we will take a simpler approach and we will calculate the size of power spectrum
suppression to argue that the claim is plausible, leaving a more detailed analysis to
future work.
We will also show that at later times, during the formation of DM halos, the scat-
tering between H12 bound states leads to thermal equilibrium and provides a solution
to the core/cusp problem of dwarf galaxies. The non-trivial velocity dependence due
to the inelastic scattering H12H12 → H12H12 γD through the dark hyperfine transition
also gives the right cross section for cores to form in relaxed cluster halos. As we
will see, achieving this will favor the parameter region where the heaviest DM flavor
mass is ∼ O(10) GeV, where the value of αd is a few percent, and n3/n1 ∼ 0.1.
Furthermore, we will see that achieving the correct amount of damping of large scale
structure favors the MeV range for mχ3 . Thus there is a region of the parameter
space of our model where all parameters are technically natural and where all three
structure formation problems (dwarf, cluster and σ8) and the H0 tension could be
addressed. Below, we explore each of these aspects of our model in detail.
4.2.1 Dark recombination(s)
The formation of the H12 and H13 bound states plays an important role in structure
formation. In particular dark acoustic oscillations end when there are no longer suffi-
ciently many unbound χ particles left to sustain them. Similar to the recombination
of hydrogen in the SM, for both H12 and H13, recombination proceeds through the
formation of the excited states (n ≥ 2), with a subsequent decay into the ground
state either through a two photon emission or through a Lyman-α transition, where
the dark photon becomes redshifted before ionizing other bound states.
A brief note on notation: we have introduced ni in the previous section to denote
the physical densities in each flavor. Since in this section we will also need to keep
track of just the density of unbound particles in each flavor, we will introduce the
notation nfi , where f stands for “free”. With this definition n1 = n
f




2 + nH12 and n3 = n
f
3 + nH13 . We also define the ionization fraction in each
flavor as Xi ≡ nfi /ni. Note that the dark charge neutrality of the universe enforces























Here, Td stands for the temperature of the dark photon bath, and ε2,3 stands for the
binding energy of H12 and H13, respectively, given by µα
2
d/2, with µ the reduced
mass of the bound state in question. β2,3 is the recombination rate, which relates to
















The factor C2,3 takes into account Peebles’ correction to the process, and its value
can be approximated as
C2,3 =
Λα(2,3) + Λ2γD(2,3)








with H being the Hubble rate. Λ2γD(2,3) stands for the two photon decay rates of
H12 and H13. We estimate the two photon decay rate in our model by rescaling
the SM rate Λ2γ = 8.227 sec
−1. As given in equation 2 of [130], the parametric
dependence of this rate is given by the ground state energy times α6, and we substitute
the corresponding values of these quantities in our model to obtain Λ2γD(2,3). The
Lyman alpha production rate is β
(2)
2,3 = β2,3 e
3ε2,3/4Td . When calculating the ionization
fractions, we calculate the Hubble expansion rate, keeping in mind that the dark and
visible sectors have different temperatures, using the benchmark value ∆Neff = 0.60
as discussed above.
In Fig. 4.4, we plot X3 during H13 recombination, for a few representative values
of mχ3 and αd, for n3/n1 = 10%. The plots on the left and right correspond to the
case where χ1 is the heaviest flavor with mχ1 = 25 GeV, and the case where it is the
second heaviest flavor with mχ1 = 1 GeV, respectively. The relic ionization fraction
becomes larger either for a smaller value of αd or a larger value of mχ3 . The residual
ionization fraction can be approximated as [99]
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<latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit>
m 3 = 2MeV, ↵d = 0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit>
m 3 = 1MeV, ↵d = 0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit>


















<latexit sha1_base64="359ApQnbtlxxsZUdwgLjWjZlENw=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LJaCp5pVQS9C0YvHCvYDmhA22027dLMJuxuhhP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6X05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdHSSKcraNBGJ6oVEM8ElaxtuBOulipE4FKwbjm9nfveRKc0T+WAmKfNjMpQ84pQYK3kyOD+VAb7GrlcPqjW34c6B/hJckBoUaAXVT2+Q0Cxm0lBBtO5jNzV+TpThVLBpxcs0SwkdkyHrWypJzLSfz2+eorpVBihKlC1p0Fz9OZGTWOtJHNrOmJiRXvZm4n9ePzPRlZ9zmWaGSbpYFGUCmQTNAkADrhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosTFVbAh4+eW/pHPWwG4D31/UmjdFHGU4gmM4AQyX0IQ7aEEbKKTwBC/w6mTOs/PmvC9aS04xcwi/4Hx8A9pEkD4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="359ApQnbtlxxsZUdwgLjWjZlENw=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LJaCp5pVQS9C0YvHCvYDmhA22027dLMJuxuhhP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6X05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdHSSKcraNBGJ6oVEM8ElaxtuBOulipE4FKwbjm9nfveRKc0T+WAmKfNjMpQ84pQYK3kyOD+VAb7GrlcPqjW34c6B/hJckBoUaAXVT2+Q0Cxm0lBBtO5jNzV+TpThVLBpxcs0SwkdkyHrWypJzLSfz2+eorpVBihKlC1p0Fz9OZGTWOtJHNrOmJiRXvZm4n9ePzPRlZ9zmWaGSbpYFGUCmQTNAkADrhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosTFVbAh4+eW/pHPWwG4D31/UmjdFHGU4gmM4AQyX0IQ7aEEbKKTwBC/w6mTOs/PmvC9aS04xcwi/4Hx8A9pEkD4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="359ApQnbtlxxsZUdwgLjWjZlENw=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LJaCp5pVQS9C0YvHCvYDmhA22027dLMJuxuhhP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6X05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdHSSKcraNBGJ6oVEM8ElaxtuBOulipE4FKwbjm9nfveRKc0T+WAmKfNjMpQ84pQYK3kyOD+VAb7GrlcPqjW34c6B/hJckBoUaAXVT2+Q0Cxm0lBBtO5jNzV+TpThVLBpxcs0SwkdkyHrWypJzLSfz2+eorpVBihKlC1p0Fz9OZGTWOtJHNrOmJiRXvZm4n9ePzPRlZ9zmWaGSbpYFGUCmQTNAkADrhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosTFVbAh4+eW/pHPWwG4D31/UmjdFHGU4gmM4AQyX0IQ7aEEbKKTwBC/w6mTOs/PmvC9aS04xcwi/4Hx8A9pEkD4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="359ApQnbtlxxsZUdwgLjWjZlENw=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LJaCp5pVQS9C0YvHCvYDmhA22027dLMJuxuhhP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6X05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdHSSKcraNBGJ6oVEM8ElaxtuBOulipE4FKwbjm9nfveRKc0T+WAmKfNjMpQ84pQYK3kyOD+VAb7GrlcPqjW34c6B/hJckBoUaAXVT2+Q0Cxm0lBBtO5jNzV+TpThVLBpxcs0SwkdkyHrWypJzLSfz2+eorpVBihKlC1p0Fz9OZGTWOtJHNrOmJiRXvZm4n9ePzPRlZ9zmWaGSbpYFGUCmQTNAkADrhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosTFVbAh4+eW/pHPWwG4D31/UmjdFHGU4gmM4AQyX0IQ7aEEbKKTwBC/w6mTOs/PmvC9aS04xcwi/4Hx8A9pEkD4=</latexit>
 Neff = 0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit>
SM Xe
<latexit sha1_base64="w9VuDRFlcVu+lEeam1wyK4cEt4Q=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9dPrYd6tezZuDrBK/IFUo0Oi7X71BwrIYpWGCat31vdQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDrI56dOyZlVBiRKlC1pyFz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXvZm4n9eNzPRdZBzmWYGJVssijJBTEJmf5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ASnAjbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w9VuDRFlcVu+lEeam1wyK4cEt4Q=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9dPrYd6tezZuDrBK/IFUo0Oi7X71BwrIYpWGCat31vdQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDrI56dOyZlVBiRKlC1pyFz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXvZm4n9eNzPRdZBzmWYGJVssijJBTEJmf5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ASnAjbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w9VuDRFlcVu+lEeam1wyK4cEt4Q=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9dPrYd6tezZuDrBK/IFUo0Oi7X71BwrIYpWGCat31vdQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDrI56dOyZlVBiRKlC1pyFz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXvZm4n9eNzPRdZBzmWYGJVssijJBTEJmf5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ASnAjbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w9VuDRFlcVu+lEeam1wyK4cEt4Q=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9dPrYd6tezZuDrBK/IFUo0Oi7X71BwrIYpWGCat31vdQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDrI56dOyZlVBiRKlC1pyFz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXvZm4n9eNzPRdZBzmWYGJVssijJBTEJmf5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ASnAjbQ=</latexit>
m 1 = 1GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="BSYATfdallEma7t9ZXo2wc82qvI=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SFCzeDRXAhJRFBN0LRhS4r2As0IUymk3boTBJmJkIJ2fgqblwo4tbHcOfbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ84cpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvZZKMklokyQ8kZ0QK8pZTJuaaU47qaRYhJy2w+HNuN5+pFKxJH7Qo5T6AvdjFjGCtbEC+0AEuUcGLHCLK9c7zT0p0C1tFYFddWrORGgR3BlUYaZGYH95vYRkgsaacKxU13VS7edYakY4LSpepmiKyRD3addgjAVVfj45oEDHxumhKJHmxRpN3N8TORZKjURoOgXWAzVfG5v/1bqZji79nMVppmlMpouijCOdoHEaqMckJZqPDGAimfkrIgMsMdEms4oJwZ0/eRFaZzXX8P15tX49i6MMh3AEJ+DCBdThDhrQBAIFPMMrvFlP1ov1bn1MW0vWbGYf/sj6/AGa8pXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BSYATfdallEma7t9ZXo2wc82qvI=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SFCzeDRXAhJRFBN0LRhS4r2As0IUymk3boTBJmJkIJ2fgqblwo4tbHcOfbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ84cpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvZZKMklokyQ8kZ0QK8pZTJuaaU47qaRYhJy2w+HNuN5+pFKxJH7Qo5T6AvdjFjGCtbEC+0AEuUcGLHCLK9c7zT0p0C1tFYFddWrORGgR3BlUYaZGYH95vYRkgsaacKxU13VS7edYakY4LSpepmiKyRD3addgjAVVfj45oEDHxumhKJHmxRpN3N8TORZKjURoOgXWAzVfG5v/1bqZji79nMVppmlMpouijCOdoHEaqMckJZqPDGAimfkrIgMsMdEms4oJwZ0/eRFaZzXX8P15tX49i6MMh3AEJ+DCBdThDhrQBAIFPMMrvFlP1ov1bn1MW0vWbGYf/sj6/AGa8pXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BSYATfdallEma7t9ZXo2wc82qvI=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SFCzeDRXAhJRFBN0LRhS4r2As0IUymk3boTBJmJkIJ2fgqblwo4tbHcOfbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ84cpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvZZKMklokyQ8kZ0QK8pZTJuaaU47qaRYhJy2w+HNuN5+pFKxJH7Qo5T6AvdjFjGCtbEC+0AEuUcGLHCLK9c7zT0p0C1tFYFddWrORGgR3BlUYaZGYH95vYRkgsaacKxU13VS7edYakY4LSpepmiKyRD3addgjAVVfj45oEDHxumhKJHmxRpN3N8TORZKjURoOgXWAzVfG5v/1bqZji79nMVppmlMpouijCOdoHEaqMckJZqPDGAimfkrIgMsMdEms4oJwZ0/eRFaZzXX8P15tX49i6MMh3AEJ+DCBdThDhrQBAIFPMMrvFlP1ov1bn1MW0vWbGYf/sj6/AGa8pXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BSYATfdallEma7t9ZXo2wc82qvI=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SFCzeDRXAhJRFBN0LRhS4r2As0IUymk3boTBJmJkIJ2fgqblwo4tbHcOfbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ84cpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvZZKMklokyQ8kZ0QK8pZTJuaaU47qaRYhJy2w+HNuN5+pFKxJH7Qo5T6AvdjFjGCtbEC+0AEuUcGLHCLK9c7zT0p0C1tFYFddWrORGgR3BlUYaZGYH95vYRkgsaacKxU13VS7edYakY4LSpepmiKyRD3addgjAVVfj45oEDHxumhKJHmxRpN3N8TORZKjURoOgXWAzVfG5v/1bqZji79nMVppmlMpouijCOdoHEaqMckJZqPDGAimfkrIgMsMdEms4oJwZ0/eRFaZzXX8P15tX49i6MMh3AEJ+DCBdThDhrQBAIFPMMrvFlP1ov1bn1MW0vWbGYf/sj6/AGa8pXA</latexit>
m 3 = 1MeV, ↵d = 0.02
<latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBYOHMZhsc6SiZZcMhUrgVLmV2k=">AAACFnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgutEzG+uiiUHTjRqhgq9AZhkya2tBkZkgyQhnmK9z4K25cKOJW3Pk3pg9BRU8InJxzLzf3hAlnSjvOhzU1PTM7N19YKC4uLa+s2mvrLRWnktAmiXksr0OsKGcRbWqmOb1OJMUi5PQq7J8O/atbKhWLo0s9SKgv8E3EuoxgbaTA3hNB5pEeC/bzGvJ2M08KeE5b+a43PpgnPRxknbzmlB03sEtOuVo9dl0HmjdyK+jQEHRQrRwiiMrOCCUwQSOw371OTFJBI004VqqNnET7GZaaEU7zopcqmmDSxze0bWiEBVV+Nlorh9tG6cBuLM2NNByp3zsyLJQaiNBUCqx76rc3FP/y2qnuHvsZi5JU04iMB3VTDnUMhxnBDpOUaD4wBBPJzF8h6WGJiTZJFk0IX5vC/0nLLSPDLyql+skkjgLYBFtgByBwBOrgDDRAExBwBx7AE3i27q1H68V6HZdOWZOeDfAD1tsnpvedyA==</latexit>
m 3 = 2MeV, ↵d = 0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8ZUDh+uJUHD1r5ToLBmjBb7Zdq8=">AAACFnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4qGU6rbabQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MW1HUNETAifn3MvNPV7IqFSm+WFklpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXkcGkcCkjQMWiJ6HJGHUJ21FFSO9UBDEPUa63uRi5ndviZA08G/UNCQORyOfDilGSktu/oS7sY3H1K0kDcsuxrbg8Ip0kqK9OIiFY+TGg6Rhlsyqmy+YpUqlUqufQf2eQ5NTyzLNKiynSgGkaLn5d3sQ4IgTX2GGpOyXzVA5MRKKYkaSnB1JEiI8QSPS19RHnEgnnq+VwCOtDOAwEPr6Cs7V7x0x4lJOuacrOVJj+dubiX95/UgN605M/TBSxMeLQcOIQRXAWUZwQAXBik01QVhQ/VeIx0ggrHSSOR3C16bwf9KxSmXNr6uF5nkaRxYcgENwDMqgBprgErRAG2BwBx7AE3g27o1H48V4XZRmjLRnH/yA8fYJhOadsA==</latexit>
m 3 = 1MeV, ↵d = 0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2CekOhlvi2olc3hKlIVnBLeCOws=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwUctMp6CbQtGNG6GCfUBnGDJp2oYmM0OSEcowX+HGX3HjQhG34s6/MX2BWk8I93DOvST3BDGjUlnWl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zP2DlowSgUkTRywSnQBJwmhImooqRjqxIIgHjLSD0dXEb98TIWkU3qlxTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzzjPupi4fUd7Ka7ZZSV3B4Q1pZyZ0dxOIh8tNeVrPKVtU3i7pMATVxnGrFgfZCWZAimKPhm59uL8IJJ6HCDEnZta1YeSkSimJGsoKbSBIjPEID0tU0RJxIL52ulcETrfRgPxL6hgpO1Z8TKeJSjnmgOzlSQ/nXm4j/ed1E9S+8lIZxokiIZw/1EwZVBCcZwR4VBCs21gRhQfVfIR4igbDSSRZ0CEsrL5NWpWxrflst1i/nceTBETgGp8AG56AOrkEDNAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lrzpjPHIJfMD6+AVuUnZQ=</latexit>
Figure 4.4: The SM (black) and χ3 ionization fractions during the recombination
epoch as a function of the scale factor, for representative values of (mχ3 , αd) and two
χ1 masses corresponding to the cases where χ1 is the heaviest DM flavor (left), and
the second heaviest DM flavor (right).
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Dark baryon acoustic oscillations end after H13 recombination, and the recombina-
tion time scale determines the suppression of the power spectrum. Since the H12
recombination happens at a much earlier time, it does not have a strong effect on the
power spectrum.
4.2.2 Dark acoustic oscillations and large scale structure
We now turn our attention to the evolution equations for the DM and dark radiation
(DR) density perturbations in our model, after the H12 recombination, but before
the H13 recombination. Thus the relevant matter degrees of freedom are χ1 (with
X1 ∼ n3/n1 during this epoch), χ3 (with X3 ∼ 1) and the bound state H12 (with
nH12 ∼ n2). As discussed earlier in this section, we treat all the dark matter particles
to behave as a single fluid during the dark acoustic oscillations and refer to these
degrees of freedom collectively as “Acoustic DM” (AcDM) that undergo acoustic
oscillations. We work in the conformal Newtonian gauge [133]
ds2 = a2(τ)
[
−(1 + 2ψ)dτ 2 + (1− 2φ)δijdxidxj
]
, (4.17)
where the fields ψ and φ describe scalar perturbations on the background metric. To
linear order in the perturbations, we have







nf3(a)σT a(θγD − θAcDM) + k2ψ, (4.19)
where the derivatives are with respect to η, the conformal time. δ ≡ δρ/ρ̄ is the per-
turbation of the energy density, k is the wave number, and θ ≡ ∂ivi is the divergence
of the comoving 3-velocity. Since the AcDM components are all non-relativistic at
this time, one can ignore the sound speed4. As long as the momentum transfer rate
from the dark Thomson scattering γDχ3 → γDχ3 is comparable to Hubble, the den-
sity perturbations oscillate with the dark photon perturbation, and structures cannot





, and nf3 depends on the ion-
ization fraction X3 obtained by solving Eq. (4.13). The dark photon perturbations,
4We have verified numerically that this gives a good approximation.
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lFγD(l−1) − (l + 1)FγD(l+1)
]
− a nf3 σTFγDl, l ≥ 3 (4.23)
ḞγDlmax = kFγD(lmax−1) −
lmax + 1
τ
FγDlmax − a n
f
3 σTFγDlmax . (4.24)
Here the FγDl are related to the spatial variations in the density fluctuations in the
dark photons, in particular δγD ≡ FγD0, θγD ≡ 34kFγD1/4, and σ ≡
1
2
FγD2 where σ is
the shear stress. We truncate the Boltzmann hierarchy at order lmax = 4, making use
of the approximation outlined in Ref. [133]5. The equations are similar to those for
the SM photon and baryons.
In the calculation we take ψ = φ and ignore the correction from free streaming
radiation. This approximation is good since our ∆Neff is much smaller than the num-
ber of light neutrinos. Gravity perturbations are sourced by the density fluctuations















where the sum is over the SM photon, the dark photon and the AcDM components.









and the modes that enter during the era of matter domination satisfy
3
4




We set the initial values of the higher modes FγD`≥2 = 0, since these higher angular
modes quickly damp away when the AcDM-γD scattering is efficient. We neglect the
5We have also reproduced the analysis with lmax = 5 to confirm that our results are not sensitive
to the choice of lmax.
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tilt in the primordial spectrum (ns = 1) and take a k-independent value of ψ = 10
−4.
The final results are independent of the precise value of ψ since we are interested in the
ratio of the matter power spectra with and without the dark acoustic oscillations. In
the numerical study, we choose the values h = 0.67, Ωγh
2 = 2.47×10−5, ΩΛh2 = 0.69,
Ωbh
2 = 2.2× 10−2, and Ων = 0.69Ωγ [124].
After solving this set of differential equations, in order to quantify the importance
of dark acoustic oscillations, we compare the DM power spectrum of AcDM to that of
collisionless DM with an added non-interacting dark photon component, such that the
energy density of dark radiation is equal in both scenarios, and further complications









where the terms on the right hand side refer only to the nonrelativistic DM compo-
nent. We show the power spectrum ratio in Fig. 4.5 for two representative values of
αd in the region of interest. When the H13 recombination takes place, the momentum
transfer term in Eq. (4.19) quickly drops blow the Hubble expansion rate. The den-
sity perturbations entering the horizon after this point evolve the same way as they
would in the ΛCDM scenario, and thus the ratio for small k modes asymptotes to 1.
The matter power spectrum receives a suppression for modes that enter the horizon
before recombination, thus for a lower H13 binding energy (blue curve) there is a
larger suppression. This helps to explain the results of low red-shift measurements
for σ8. We estimate the viable parameter region by requiring a 5 − 15% suppres-
sion of the power spectrum at k = 0.2h Mpc−1 (blue band in figure 4.5 and yellow
band in figure 4.6). Although in this work we only focus on the suppression of the
matter power spectrum in the linear regime, the suppression continues past k = 0.2h
Mpc−1. One thing to notice is that unlike the warm dark matter scenario that can
totally eliminate the matter power spectrum at small scales, the suppression due to
the dark acoustic oscillations itself oscillates before entering the non-linear regime.
As is shown, e.g., in Ref. [134, 135], the gravitational collapse after redshift z . 10
is likely to destroy this oscillation pattern and therefore it reduces the suppression
of the power spectrum in the non-linear region. Once the non-linear corrections to
the density perturbation are included, the galaxy survey data and Lyman-α observa-
tions, which probe the matter power spectrum at even larger k-modes, can be used
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Figure 4.5: Ratio of the matter power spectrum between scenarios with and without
dark acoustic oscillations, as is defined in Eq. (4.28). We use two representative
values of αd in the region of interest. The result is obtained by solving the linear
order equations listed in the text. The ratio at large k is expected to receive further
corrections from non-linear effects.
to further constrain dark acoustic oscillations [100, 136, 137, 138], and thereby the
parameter space of our model.
4.2.3 Scattering between bound states and small scale
structure
After halo formation, the scattering cross section between the non-relativistic H12
bound states in the halo is roughly geometric in size, σ ∼ (µ12αd)−1. For the region
of parameter space we are interested in, where the heaviest DM flavor has a mass of
O(10) GeV and αd ∼ 10−2, the resulting cross section over mass ratio σ/mH12 ∼ 0.1
cm2/g can be large enough to thermalize the bound states and change the DM density
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in the inner part of the halo. It was pointed out in Ref. [101] that dark hydrogen with
a similar range of mass and couplings can explain the low DM density cores observed













normalized by the energy scale E0 = α
2
d µ12 is comparable to the kinetic energy of the
bound state, the effect of the inelastic hyperfine upscattering is to enhance the cross
section of H12 self-interactions. The velocity dependence in this process makes the
self-interaction cross sections in dwarf halos larger than that in cluster halos, giving
the correct σ/m ratio to solve the mass deficit problem in galaxy clusters.
In order to show that the same mechanism also works in the region of parameter
space that is of interest to us, we adopt the best fit value from ref. [101]
Ehf = 10
−4E0 (4.30)
and we limit ourselves to the range of αd in Fig. 3 of [101], where both the dwarf
and cluster data can be explained. Since we want the H12 self-interaction to solve
the small scale structure problem, we choose n3/n1 = 0.1 as our benchmark value
such that H12 and not H13 is the dominant component of DM, while the n3 number
density is not unnaturally small (see figure 4.1), and also not too small to maintain the
thermal equilibrium in the early universe that is responsible for suppressing structure
formation and addressing the σ8 discrepancy.
Even though it constitutes a smaller fraction of the DM energy density, we need
to assess whether the H13 bound state may still play a role in halo formation. In
particular, theH13 bound state has a much larger radius thanH12 due to the smallness
ofmχ3 , and therefore scattering withH13 could potentially change the desired core size
of the H12 halo. However, we find that this is not the case. For the parameter range
we consider, the inverse Bohr radius of H13 (∼ 10 keV) is still too small compared to
to the value that would result in sufficient momentum transfer for keeping H12 atoms
in thermal equilibrium both at dwarf galaxies (∼ MeV) and galaxy clusters (∼ 100
MeV). Thus the scattering process most efficient for momentum transfer is off the χ1
particle (i.e. the “nucleus”) inside H13, with a cross section comparable to the H12
self-scattering. Therefore the geometric size of H13 does not lead to an enhancement,
and the H12 isothermal profile is not significantly affected.
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As structures form, the bound states fall into the overdense region and their
gravitational potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, resulting in shock-
heating to a temperature [139]




for a Milky Way sized galaxy with halo mass 1012M and radius 110 kpc. Here µ is
the total mass of all degrees of freedom that contribute to ρDM divided by their total
number density, given by
µ =















If Tgal is higher than the binding energy, bound states can dissociate. While the more
tightly bound H12 does not dissociate in the region of parameter space that is of
interest to us, if H13 “reionizes” in this fashion, the scattering process χ3χ1 → χ3χ1γD
can lead to efficient cooling through bremsstrahlung. For simplicity, when checking
for the ionization of H13, we take the initial condition to be n
f
i = 0. In the parameter




3 = n3 (fully reionized
H13) to use in the estimate for the cooling process. An estimation of the cooling time
scale through this process is given by [139]


















The emitted dark photon can have a free streaming length much larger than the size
of the halo, leading to halo cooling. If tbrem is much shorter than the age of the Milky
Way (TMW ), a dark disc may form. Recently, results from the GAIA survey [140] have
been used to set an upper bound on the fraction of the DM that can be contained
in a dark disc at ∼ 1% [141, 142]. A detailed study of the cooling process and the
merger history of sub-halos is beyond the scope of this work, therefore as we scan
through the parameter space of our model, we will use tbrem/TMW as a conservative
indicator of whether there is a significant probability of dark disc formation. In
Fig. 4.6, the region where H13 can be reionized due to shock heating is shown below
the red-dotted curve, and the region where the condition for efficient bremsstrahlung
cooling is satisfied is shown above the red dashed curve, resulting in the red shaded
region where both conditions are satisfied and where a dark disc may form.
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4.2.4 Reconciling the large and small scale structure
problems
In figure 4.6, we show our combined results for several representative parameter
choices, and as a function of mχ3 and αd. As mentioned in the previous section,
we fix n2/n1 = 0.9. We consider 25 GeV and 45 GeV as the mass of the heaviest DM
flavor, considering both possible hierarchies, mχ1 > mχ2 and mχ2 > mχ1 .
• Addressing the σ8 discrepancy: We calculate the power spectrum ratio of
Eq. (4.28) for k = 0.2h Mpc−1, which is close to the perturbation mode for
the σ8 measurement. The contours of the power spectrum suppression depend
mainly on the H13 recombination time scale, thus a constant power spectrum
suppression traces αd ∝ (mχ3)−
1
2 for a constant H13 binding energy, but they
do not depend strongly on mχ1 . The interesting regions for addressing the σ8
problem are shown by the yellow bands.
• Small scale structure: We fix the ratio of the hyperfine splitting to the
ground state energy as in Eq. (4.30). The mass of the intermediate DM flavor
(χ2 for the upper row of plots, and χ1 for the lower row) is then determined
at each point. This is indicated by the frame labels on the right-hand side of
each plot. The preferred αd interval for solving both the dwarf and cluster mass
deficit problems from ref. [101] is indicated by the blue shaded bands.
• Constraints from dark disc formation: As explained in the previous sec-
tion, the formation of a dark disc is possible in the red shaded region, which is
therefore disfavored.
In summary, the overlap region between the yellow and blue bands that is outside
of the red region gives the most preferred parameter space for addressing structure
formation puzzles at different scales. This favors the ranges αd ≈ 0.02-0.04, 20-45 GeV
for the mass of the heaviest DM flavor, and the MeV scale for the mass of the lightest
flavor. We reiterate that in this study we have taken a relatively simple approach to
demonstrate that our model has the potential to solve the relevant structure formation
problems; however a more careful study of the cosmological data and the Lyman-α
constraints should be performed to fully establish this claim and determine the precise
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0.15
<latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit>
0.10
<latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit>
1.1<latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit>
0.39
<latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit>
0.19
<latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit>
0.12
<latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit>
halo cooling
dwarf / cluster preferred
n2/n1 = 0.9
<latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit>
Power Spectrum Suppression
k = 0.2h Mpc 1
<latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit>
 Neff = 0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="743aR0AlheibISqGWeB2hBgloes=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm8EiuCqJiLoRirpwJRXsBdoQJtOTduhkEmYmYgl5FTcuFHHri7jzbZy2WWj1h4GP/5zDOfMHCWdKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3Wpbxamk0KIxj2U3IAo4E9DSTHPoJhJIFHDoBOOrab3zAFKxWNzrSQJeRIaChYwSbSzfrvavgWuCb/0MwjC/cOqnvl1z6s5M+C+4BdRQoaZvf/YHMU0jEJpyolTPdRLtZURqRjnklX6qICF0TIbQMyhIBMrLZrfn+NA4AxzG0jyh8cz9OZGRSKlJFJjOiOiRWqxNzf9qvVSH517GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeBoEHTALVfGKAUMnMrZiOiCRUm7gqJgR38ct/oX1cdw3fndQal0UcZbSPDtARctEZaqAb1EQtRNEjekIv6NXKrWfrzXqft5asYmYP/ZL18Q1/oZNs</latexit>
m 1 = 25GeV







<latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit>
 3 [MeV]

















dwarf / cluster preferred
5.3
<latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit>
2.0
<latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit>
1.1<latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit>
0.70
<latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit>
0.48
<latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit>
0.35
<latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit>
0.27
<latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit>
0.21
<latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit>
0.17
<latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit>
halo cooling
n2/n1 = 0.9
<latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit>
 3 [MeV]







<latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SpLvO9/SVgJo8IaoWGOYxIi+tG0=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlC/lrsVt+JkruDwnHRyzzfLVvWwUT+uHcHfxK5aE5TBDC3ffHN7MU45iRRmSErHthLlZUgoihnJS24qSYLwEPWJo2mEOJFeNnkhh/ta6cEwFroiBSfq14kMcSlHPNCdHKmB/OmNxb88J1XhiZfRKEkVifB0UZgyqGI4zgP2qCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdW0iF8fgr/J51a1db8sl5uns7iKIJdsAcOgA0aoAkuQAu0AQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvBmM1sg28wXj8ArJOW+A==</latexit>
m 1 = 45GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="iJkDtJ0KgsOpsY5PMYySCUoE2uo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKIhXdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABm5+WTvzTjJPcnhDWnlgV5yqMxGcB7eACijUCOwvrxfjlBOhMUNKdV0n0X6GpKaYkbzspYokCA9Rn3QNCsSJ8rPJBTk8Mk4PRrE0T2g4cX9PZIgrNeKh6eRID9RsbWz+V+umOrrwMyqSVBOBp4uilEEdw3EcsEclwZqNDCAsqfkrxAMkEdYmtLIJwZ09eR5ap1XX8F2tUr8q4iiBA3AIjoELzkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWBauY2QN/ZH3+ABvNlgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJkDtJ0KgsOpsY5PMYySCUoE2uo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKIhXdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABm5+WTvzTjJPcnhDWnlgV5yqMxGcB7eACijUCOwvrxfjlBOhMUNKdV0n0X6GpKaYkbzspYokCA9Rn3QNCsSJ8rPJBTk8Mk4PRrE0T2g4cX9PZIgrNeKh6eRID9RsbWz+V+umOrrwMyqSVBOBp4uilEEdw3EcsEclwZqNDCAsqfkrxAMkEdYmtLIJwZ09eR5ap1XX8F2tUr8q4iiBA3AIjoELzkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWBauY2QN/ZH3+ABvNlgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJkDtJ0KgsOpsY5PMYySCUoE2uo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKIhXdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABm5+WTvzTjJPcnhDWnlgV5yqMxGcB7eACijUCOwvrxfjlBOhMUNKdV0n0X6GpKaYkbzspYokCA9Rn3QNCsSJ8rPJBTk8Mk4PRrE0T2g4cX9PZIgrNeKh6eRID9RsbWz+V+umOrrwMyqSVBOBp4uilEEdw3EcsEclwZqNDCAsqfkrxAMkEdYmtLIJwZ09eR5ap1XX8F2tUr8q4iiBA3AIjoELzkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWBauY2QN/ZH3+ABvNlgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJkDtJ0KgsOpsY5PMYySCUoE2uo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKIhXdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABm5+WTvzTjJPcnhDWnlgV5yqMxGcB7eACijUCOwvrxfjlBOhMUNKdV0n0X6GpKaYkbzspYokCA9Rn3QNCsSJ8rPJBTk8Mk4PRrE0T2g4cX9PZIgrNeKh6eRID9RsbWz+V+umOrrwMyqSVBOBp4uilEEdw3EcsEclwZqNDCAsqfkrxAMkEdYmtLIJwZ09eR5ap1XX8F2tUr8q4iiBA3AIjoELzkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWBauY2QN/ZH3+ABvNlgI=</latexit>
Power Spectrum Suppression
k = 0.2h Mpc 1
<latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit>
 Neff = 0.6

















<latexit sha1_base64="fZoEE7t0jK6HNTNosga0l2NUUec=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw0yMRm9BLx4jmgWSIfR0epIm3T1Dd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhbB9UHB470qquqFCWfaeN67s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnYbOk4VoXUS81i1QqwpZ5LWDTOcthJFsQg5bYbDy4nfvKNKs1jemlFCA4H7kkWMYGOlm5J73i0UPfe4Uj4tnaDfxHe9KYowR61beOv0YpIKKg3hWOu27yUmyLAyjHA6zndSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsumpY3RolR6KYmVLGjRVv05kWGg9EqHtFNgM9E9vIv7ltVMTnQUZk0lqqCSzRVHKkYnR5G/UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtO3obw+Sn6nzRKrm/5dblYvZjHkYN9OIAj8KECVbiCGtSBQB/u4RGeHO48OM/Oy6x1wZnP7ME3OK8f1+mNgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fZoEE7t0jK6HNTNosga0l2NUUec=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw0yMRm9BLx4jmgWSIfR0epIm3T1Dd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhbB9UHB470qquqFCWfaeN67s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnYbOk4VoXUS81i1QqwpZ5LWDTOcthJFsQg5bYbDy4nfvKNKs1jemlFCA4H7kkWMYGOlm5J73i0UPfe4Uj4tnaDfxHe9KYowR61beOv0YpIKKg3hWOu27yUmyLAyjHA6zndSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsumpY3RolR6KYmVLGjRVv05kWGg9EqHtFNgM9E9vIv7ltVMTnQUZk0lqqCSzRVHKkYnR5G/UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtO3obw+Sn6nzRKrm/5dblYvZjHkYN9OIAj8KECVbiCGtSBQB/u4RGeHO48OM/Oy6x1wZnP7ME3OK8f1+mNgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fZoEE7t0jK6HNTNosga0l2NUUec=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw0yMRm9BLx4jmgWSIfR0epIm3T1Dd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhbB9UHB470qquqFCWfaeN67s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnYbOk4VoXUS81i1QqwpZ5LWDTOcthJFsQg5bYbDy4nfvKNKs1jemlFCA4H7kkWMYGOlm5J73i0UPfe4Uj4tnaDfxHe9KYowR61beOv0YpIKKg3hWOu27yUmyLAyjHA6zndSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsumpY3RolR6KYmVLGjRVv05kWGg9EqHtFNgM9E9vIv7ltVMTnQUZk0lqqCSzRVHKkYnR5G/UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtO3obw+Sn6nzRKrm/5dblYvZjHkYN9OIAj8KECVbiCGtSBQB/u4RGeHO48OM/Oy6x1wZnP7ME3OK8f1+mNgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fZoEE7t0jK6HNTNosga0l2NUUec=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw0yMRm9BLx4jmgWSIfR0epIm3T1Dd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhbB9UHB470qquqFCWfaeN67s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnYbOk4VoXUS81i1QqwpZ5LWDTOcthJFsQg5bYbDy4nfvKNKs1jemlFCA4H7kkWMYGOlm5J73i0UPfe4Uj4tnaDfxHe9KYowR61beOv0YpIKKg3hWOu27yUmyLAyjHA6zndSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsumpY3RolR6KYmVLGjRVv05kWGg9EqHtFNgM9E9vIv7ltVMTnQUZk0lqqCSzRVHKkYnR5G/UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtO3obw+Sn6nzRKrm/5dblYvZjHkYN9OIAj8KECVbiCGtSBQB/u4RGeHO48OM/Oy6x1wZnP7ME3OK8f1+mNgg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="r1p84WIc/HIHaXaey+RSBC/oDQs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNMfEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8txquV8see5ZrVItn6PfxHe9OUqwRKNffOsNIpIIKg3hWOuu78UmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEu5ZKLKgO0vmtM3RilQEaRsqWNGiufp1IsdB6KkLbKbAZ659eJv7ldRMzvAhSJuPEUEkWi4YJRyZC2eNowBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTaegg3h81P0P2mVXd/ym0qpfrmMIw9HcAyn4EMN6nANDWgCgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fQaSNuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1p84WIc/HIHaXaey+RSBC/oDQs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNMfEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8txquV8see5ZrVItn6PfxHe9OUqwRKNffOsNIpIIKg3hWOuu78UmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEu5ZKLKgO0vmtM3RilQEaRsqWNGiufp1IsdB6KkLbKbAZ659eJv7ldRMzvAhSJuPEUEkWi4YJRyZC2eNowBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTaegg3h81P0P2mVXd/ym0qpfrmMIw9HcAyn4EMN6nANDWgCgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fQaSNuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1p84WIc/HIHaXaey+RSBC/oDQs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNMfEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8txquV8see5ZrVItn6PfxHe9OUqwRKNffOsNIpIIKg3hWOuu78UmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEu5ZKLKgO0vmtM3RilQEaRsqWNGiufp1IsdB6KkLbKbAZ659eJv7ldRMzvAhSJuPEUEkWi4YJRyZC2eNowBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTaegg3h81P0P2mVXd/ym0qpfrmMIw9HcAyn4EMN6nANDWgCgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fQaSNuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1p84WIc/HIHaXaey+RSBC/oDQs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNMfEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8txquV8see5ZrVItn6PfxHe9OUqwRKNffOsNIpIIKg3hWOuu78UmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEu5ZKLKgO0vmtM3RilQEaRsqWNGiufp1IsdB6KkLbKbAZ659eJv7ldRMzvAhSJuPEUEkWi4YJRyZC2eNowBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTaegg3h81P0P2mVXd/ym0qpfrmMIw9HcAyn4EMN6nANDWgCgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fQaSNuQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5eUm/LdLKMdKyXfND1lRYb92kQk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmNifEY9OIxgnlAsoTZySQZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXGHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0lGiCG2SiEeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXIaTucXGV++44qzSJ5a6YxDQQeSTZkBJtM8ly/2i+WPPesVjkvV9Fv4rveHCVYotEvvvUGEUkElYZwrHXX92ITpFgZRjidFXqJpjEmEzyiXUslFlQH6fzWGTqxygANI2VLGjRXv06kWGg9FaHtFNiM9U8vE//yuokZXgQpk3FiqCSLRcOEIxOh7HE0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWRMVaYGBtPwYbw+Sn6n7TKrm/5TaVUv1zGkYcjOIZT8KEGdbiGBjSBwBju4RGeHOE8OM/Oy6I15yxnDuEbnNcPPpeNtw==</latexit>
0.10
<latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdknVdJCEihZHf83fKhlPKAaiTM=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnut7/VLZc09r1fPKGfpNfNeboQwLNPqlt94gJqmg0hCOte76XmKCDCvDCKfTYi/VNMFkjIe0a6nEguogm906RcdWGaAoVrakQTP160SGhdYTEdpOgc1I//Ry8S+vm5roIsiYTFJDJZkvilKOTIzyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDxFG8Lnp+h/0qq4vuU31XL9chFHAQ7hCE7AhxrU4Roa0AQCI7iHR3hyhPPgPDsv89YlZzFzAN/gvH4ANwONsg==</latexit>
1.1<latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit>
0.39
<latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qzp4mh/gDiy3D6tbrAM7P3RB74=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUanVXdOOygn1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BfcuFDErT/kzr8x01bweSDkcM693HtPEHOmjeu+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLvX0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2V++44qzSJ5ayYx9QUeShYygk0mueWTi36xZL9a9axyin4Tr+zOUIIFGv3iW28QkURQaQjHWnc9NzZ+ipVhhNNpoZdoGmMyxkPatVRiQbWfznadoiOrDFAYKfukQTP1a0eKhdYTEdhKgc1I//Qy8S+vm5jw3E+ZjBNDJZkPChOOTISyw9GAKUoMn1iCiWJ2V0RGWGFibDwFG8Lnpeh/0qqUPctvqqX65SKOPBzAIRyDBzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5qU5Z9GzD9/gvH4AR7GNvQ==</latexit>
0.19
<latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iLgeMH5LHOobULRt6HOkvV4V450=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadmN0egt6MVjBPOAZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhJBf8OJBEa/+kDf/xtkkgs+ChqKqm+6uMOFMG897d3JLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevqeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4usr81h1VmsXy1owTGgg8kCxiBJtM8lz/olcsee5JtXJWPkW/ie96M5RggXqv+NbtxyQVVBrCsdYd30tMMMHKMMLptNBNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6mMxunaIjq/RRFCtb0qCZ+nVigoXWYxHaToHNUP/0MvEvr5Oa6DyYMJmkhkoyXxSlHJkYZY+jPlOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNh4CjaEz0/R/6RZdn3Lbyql2uUijjwcwCEcgw9VqME11KEBBIZwD4/w5AjnwXl2XuatOWcxsw/f4Lx+AESnjbs=</latexit>
0.12
<latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wYKFc6ukBuWOIOj2BTrg28EGgC8=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnutX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOguNtA==</latexit>
halo cooling
dwarf / cluster preferred
n2/n1 = 0.9
<latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit>
 3 [MeV]







<latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit>
m 2 = 25GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="gRrAjKX3byTZl4OzmE5s+DU09ss=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKUhTdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABrX8snbmnWSe5PCGtPLArjhVZyI4D24BFVCoEdhfXi/GKSdCY4aU6rpOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEB6iPukaFIgT5WeTC3J4ZJwejGJpntBw4v6eyBBXasRD08mRHqjZ2tj8r9ZNdXThZ1QkqSYCTxdFKYM6huM4YI9KgjUbGUBYUvNXiAdIIqxNaGUTgjt78jy0alXX8N1ppX5VxFECB+AQHAMXnIM6uAUN0AQYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxswf+yPr8ARpAlgE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRrAjKX3byTZl4OzmE5s+DU09ss=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKUhTdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABrX8snbmnWSe5PCGtPLArjhVZyI4D24BFVCoEdhfXi/GKSdCY4aU6rpOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEB6iPukaFIgT5WeTC3J4ZJwejGJpntBw4v6eyBBXasRD08mRHqjZ2tj8r9ZNdXThZ1QkqSYCTxdFKYM6huM4YI9KgjUbGUBYUvNXiAdIIqxNaGUTgjt78jy0alXX8N1ppX5VxFECB+AQHAMXnIM6uAUN0AQYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxswf+yPr8ARpAlgE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRrAjKX3byTZl4OzmE5s+DU09ss=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKUhTdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABrX8snbmnWSe5PCGtPLArjhVZyI4D24BFVCoEdhfXi/GKSdCY4aU6rpOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEB6iPukaFIgT5WeTC3J4ZJwejGJpntBw4v6eyBBXasRD08mRHqjZ2tj8r9ZNdXThZ1QkqSYCTxdFKYM6huM4YI9KgjUbGUBYUvNXiAdIIqxNaGUTgjt78jy0alXX8N1ppX5VxFECB+AQHAMXnIM6uAUN0AQYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxswf+yPr8ARpAlgE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRrAjKX3byTZl4OzmE5s+DU09ss=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd0IbgaL4EJKUhTdCEUXuqxgL9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUqIG1/FjQtF3PoW7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+cOEUaUd59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKU4lJE8cslp0QKcKoIE1NNSOdRBLEQ0ba4fB6XG8/EKloLO71KCE+R31BI4qRNlZg7/Mg8/CABrX8snbmnWSe5PCGtPLArjhVZyI4D24BFVCoEdhfXi/GKSdCY4aU6rpOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEB6iPukaFIgT5WeTC3J4ZJwejGJpntBw4v6eyBBXasRD08mRHqjZ2tj8r9ZNdXThZ1QkqSYCTxdFKYM6huM4YI9KgjUbGUBYUvNXiAdIIqxNaGUTgjt78jy0alXX8N1ppX5VxFECB+AQHAMXnIM6uAUN0AQYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxswf+yPr8ARpAlgE=</latexit>
Power Spectrum Suppression
k = 0.2h Mpc 1
<latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="coatwhj1bIIGMSMh28Rv16dWvL8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXGhJiqAboejGjVDBPqCJZTKdtENnJmFmIpSYhb/ixoUibv0Nd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzqrTjfFuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy97eaaookZg0cMQi2Q6QIowK0tBUM9KOJUE8YKQVDK/GfuuBSEUjcadHMfE56gsaUoy0kbr23vDCqVQH3nHqSQ5vYpzdpydu1rXLTsWZAM4TNydlkKPetb+8XoQTToTGDCnVcZ1Y+ymSmmJGspKXKBIjPER90jFUIE6Un07uz+ChUXowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UiAemkyM9ULPeWPzP6yQ6PPdTKuJEE4Gni8KEQR3BcRiwRyXBmo0MQVhScyvEAyQR1iaykgnBnX15njSrFdepuLen5dplHkcR7IMDcARccAZq4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi2Fqx8Zhf8gfX5Aw5XlNY=</latexit>
 Neff = 0.6
















dwarf / cluster preferred
5.3
<latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JSNOtTfPxwYO3kp7Zxu3aiN4Myg=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvjUHwNMxkMR6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O7Z+wctFaeS0CaJeSw7AVaUM0GbmmlOO4mkOAo4bQfjy5nfvqNSsVjc6klC/QgPBQsZwdpIN1Wn3LeLrlOuVc5KVfSbeI47RxGWaPTtt94gJmlEhSYcK9X13ET7GZaaEU6nhV6qaILJGA9p11CBI6r8bH7qFJ0YZYDCWJoSGs3VrxMZjpSaRIHpjLAeqZ/eTPzL66Y6PPczJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2j2d9owCQlmk8MwUQycysiIywx0Sadggnh81P0P2mVHM/w60qxfrGMIw9HcAyn4EEN6nAFDWgCgSHcwyM8Wdx6sJ6tl0VrzlrOHMI3WK8f02ONfw==</latexit>
2.0
<latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TOObh9GOE7tbPei8zW1UOmGm2KE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2OW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNenqG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEsG1cd13lFtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3tNHaeKsgaNRazaAdFMcMkahhvB2oliJAoEawWjy6nfumNK81jemnHC/IgMJA85JcZKN2XH7RVLrnNSrZyVT/Fv4jnuDCVYoN4rvnX7MU0jJg0VROuO5ybGz4gynAo2KXRTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ7NTJ/jIKn0cxsqWNHimfp3ISKT1OApsZ0TMUP/0puJfXic14bmfcZmkhkk6XxSmApsYT//Gfa4YNWJsCaGK21sxHRJFqLHpFGwIn5/i/0mz7HiWX1dKtYtFHHk4gEM4Bg+qUIMrqEMDKAzgHh7hCQn0gJ7Ry7w1hxYz+/AN6PUDykWNeQ==</latexit>
1.1<latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P82RWFK7W9t1DQZN/5PDQicGNAM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZiNB6DXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNunuG7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULE8608bx3J7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/eaOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjy6nfuqNKs1jemnFCA4EHkkWMYGOlG9/1e8WS555UK2flU/Sb+K43QwkWqPeKb91+TFJBpSEca93xvcQEGVaGEU4nhW6qaYLJCA9ox1KJBdVBNjt1go6s0kdRrGxJg2bq14kMC63HIrSdApuh/ulNxb+8Tmqi8yBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGa/o36TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTY9Mp2BA+P0X/k2bZ9S2/rpRqF4s48nAAh3AMPlShBldQhwYQGMA9PMKTw50H59l5mbfmnMXMPnyD8/oBykONeQ==</latexit>
0.70
<latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vAq7FwtqU3nHk5vvZxqXu/lHPL0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvz+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQCGNuA==</latexit>
0.48
<latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pV1BUImp4gP87APHMAiWT4iDJEY=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnEaHIMevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYckvePGgiFd/yJt/42wSwWdBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjee9O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeYXGV+544qzSJ5a6Yx9QUeSRYygk0meW61PiiWPPesVr2onKPfpOx6c5Rgieag+NYfRiQRVBrCsda9shcbP8XKMMLprNBPNI0xmeAR7VkqsaDaT+e3ztCJVYYojJQtadBc/TqRYqH1VAS2U2Az1j+9TPzL6yUmrPspk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjI2nYEP4/BT9T9oVt2z5TbXUuFzGkYcjOIZTKEMNGnANTWgBgTHcwyM8OcJ5cJ6dl0VrzlnOHMI3OK8fR7KNvQ==</latexit>
0.35
<latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KPOVlBm64fKjny63oxQEhX+gVzc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszU1rosunFZwT6gHUomzbShSWZIMkIZ+gtuXCji1h9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0niDnTxnXfndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNMrjK/c0eVZpG8NdOY+gKPJAsZwSaT3PJZbVAs2a9ePa/U0G/ild05SrBEc1B86w8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbT+a4zdGKVIQojZZ80aK5+7Uix0HoqAlspsBnrn14m/uX1EhNe+CmTcWKoJItBYcKRiVB2OBoyRYnhU0swUczuisgYK0yMjadgQ/i8FP1P2pWyZ/lNtdS4XMaRhyM4hlPwoA4NuIYmtIDAGO7hEZ4c4Tw4z87LojTnLHsO4Ruc1w9BoY25</latexit>
0.27
<latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+DXC/4DjV4s8K3RzSuHKOwbLZs=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlup9Utlzz2tVc8rZ+g38V1vhjIs0OiX3nqDmKSCSkM41rrre4kJMqwMI5xOi71U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHbrFB1bZYCiWNmSBs3UrxMZFlpPRGg7BTYj/dPLxb+8bmqiiyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjHKH0cDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsfEUbQifn6L/Savi+pbfVMv1y0UcBTiEIzgBH2pQh2toQBMIjOAeHuHJEc6D8+y8zFuXnMXMAXyD8/oBQySNug==</latexit>
0.21
<latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ghz5pPhwfUoqGH5sRKw7surWrQ=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnlvx+6Wy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AOgyNtA==</latexit>
0.17
<latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCvKtSgL4th++U+FsMsrSKFQzCk=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxGo9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkFLx4U8eoPefNvnE0i+CxoKKq66e4KE8608bx3Z2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJwqQpsk5rHqhFhTziRtGmY47SSKYhFy2g7HV7nfvqNKs1jemklCA4GHkkWMYJNLnuvX+qWy557WqueVM/Sb+K43QxkWaPRLb71BTFJBpSEca931vcQEGVaGEU6nxV6qaYLJGA9p11KJBdVBNrt1io6tMkBRrGxJg2bq14kMC60nIrSdApuR/unl4l9eNzXRRZAxmaSGSjJfFKUcmRjlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HiKNoTPT9H/pFVxfctvquX65SKOAhzCEZyADzWowzU0oAkERnAPj/DkCOfBeXZe5q1LzmLmAL7Bef0AQZ+NuQ==</latexit>
halo cooling
n2/n1 = 0.9
<latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vS19d5txP4WCq2YKom0huu/DZ5I=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZ0pgroQim5cVrAXmA5DJs20oZlkSM4IZehjuHGhiFufxp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+lghtw3W9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd268cHLaNyjRlLaqE0t2IGCa4ZC3gIFg31YwkkWCdaHQ3rXeemDZcyUcYpyxIyEDymFMC1vJlWD+XoXfj1q7DStWtuTPhZfAKqKJCzbDy1esrmiVMAhXEGN9zUwhyooFTwSblXmZYSuiIDJhvUZKEmSCfrTzBp9bp41hp+yTgmft7IieJMeMksp0JgaFZrE3N/2p+BvFVkHOZZsAknX8UZwKDwtP7cZ9rRkGMLRCqud0V0yHRhIJNqWxD8BZPXoZ2veZZfrioNm6LOEroGJ2gM+ShS9RA96iJWogihZ7RK3pzwHlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9yPn8APuuP6A==</latexit>
 3 [MeV]







<latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gWcMF7CbrWMc/oR7cPLexVYEurw=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEF6UktVqXRRe6rGBbIQlhMp20Q2eSMDMRSghu/BU3LhRx61e482+cPgSfBy4czrmXe+8JEkalsqx3ozA3v7C4VFwurayurW+Ym1sdGacCkzaOWSyuAyQJoxFpK6oYuU4EQTxgpBsMz8Z+94YISePoSo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8s0d7mcuHlDfzt2KW3EyV3B4Tjq555tlq3rYqB/XjuBvYletCcpghpZvvrm9GKecRAozJKVjW4nyMiQUxYzkJTeVJEF4iPrE0TRCnEgvm7yQw32t9GAYC12RghP160SGuJQjHuhOjtRA/vTG4l+ek6rwxMtolKSKRHi6KEwZVDEc5wF7VBCs2EgThAXVt0I8QAJhpVMr6RA+P4X/k06tamt+WS83T2dxFMEu2AMHwAYN0AQXoAXaAINbcA8ewZNxZzwYz8bLtLVgzGa2wTcYrx+q/5b3</latexit>
m 2 = 45GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="RYTJPdd5CjQa2LvFx3pagGdaIQ0=">AAACAXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSN4CZYBBdSZkpFN0LRhS4r2At0hiGTpm1okhmSjFCGceOruHGhiFvfwp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxOzh/GjCrtON9WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3rF391oqSiQmTRyxSHZCpAijgjQ11Yx0YkkQDxlph6PrSb39QKSikbjX45j4HA0E7VOMtLEC+4AHqYeHNKhml7Uz7zT1JIc3pJUFdtmpOFPBRXBzKINcjcD+8noRTjgRGjOkVNd1Yu2nSGqKGclKXqJIjPAIDUjXoECcKD+dXpDBY+P0YD+S5gkNp+7viRRxpcY8NJ0c6aGar03M/2rdRPcv/JSKONFE4NmifsKgjuAkDtijkmDNxgYQltT8FeIhkghrE1rJhODOn7wIrWrFNXxXK9ev8jiK4BAcgRPggnNQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sestWDlM/vgj6zPHx1glgM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYTJPdd5CjQa2LvFx3pagGdaIQ0=">AAACAXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSN4CZYBBdSZkpFN0LRhS4r2At0hiGTpm1okhmSjFCGceOruHGhiFvfwp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxOzh/GjCrtON9WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3rF391oqSiQmTRyxSHZCpAijgjQ11Yx0YkkQDxlph6PrSb39QKSikbjX45j4HA0E7VOMtLEC+4AHqYeHNKhml7Uz7zT1JIc3pJUFdtmpOFPBRXBzKINcjcD+8noRTjgRGjOkVNd1Yu2nSGqKGclKXqJIjPAIDUjXoECcKD+dXpDBY+P0YD+S5gkNp+7viRRxpcY8NJ0c6aGar03M/2rdRPcv/JSKONFE4NmifsKgjuAkDtijkmDNxgYQltT8FeIhkghrE1rJhODOn7wIrWrFNXxXK9ev8jiK4BAcgRPggnNQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sestWDlM/vgj6zPHx1glgM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYTJPdd5CjQa2LvFx3pagGdaIQ0=">AAACAXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSN4CZYBBdSZkpFN0LRhS4r2At0hiGTpm1okhmSjFCGceOruHGhiFvfwp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxOzh/GjCrtON9WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3rF391oqSiQmTRyxSHZCpAijgjQ11Yx0YkkQDxlph6PrSb39QKSikbjX45j4HA0E7VOMtLEC+4AHqYeHNKhml7Uz7zT1JIc3pJUFdtmpOFPBRXBzKINcjcD+8noRTjgRGjOkVNd1Yu2nSGqKGclKXqJIjPAIDUjXoECcKD+dXpDBY+P0YD+S5gkNp+7viRRxpcY8NJ0c6aGar03M/2rdRPcv/JSKONFE4NmifsKgjuAkDtijkmDNxgYQltT8FeIhkghrE1rJhODOn7wIrWrFNXxXK9ev8jiK4BAcgRPggnNQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sestWDlM/vgj6zPHx1glgM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYTJPdd5CjQa2LvFx3pagGdaIQ0=">AAACAXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSN4CZYBBdSZkpFN0LRhS4r2At0hiGTpm1okhmSjFCGceOruHGhiFvfwp1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxOzh/GjCrtON9WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3rF391oqSiQmTRyxSHZCpAijgjQ11Yx0YkkQDxlph6PrSb39QKSikbjX45j4HA0E7VOMtLEC+4AHqYeHNKhml7Uz7zT1JIc3pJUFdtmpOFPBRXBzKINcjcD+8noRTjgRGjOkVNd1Yu2nSGqKGclKXqJIjPAIDUjXoECcKD+dXpDBY+P0YD+S5gkNp+7viRRxpcY8NJ0c6aGar03M/2rdRPcv/JSKONFE4NmifsKgjuAkDtijkmDNxgYQltT8FeIhkghrE1rJhODOn7wIrWrFNXxXK9ev8jiK4BAcgRPggnNQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sestWDlM/vgj6zPHx1glgM=</latexit>
Power Spectrum Suppression
k = 0.2h Mpc 1
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Figure 4.6: The combination of our results, for a few representative parameter choices.
Plots on the left (right) column have the mass of the heaviest DM flavor at 25
(45) GeV. n2/n1 is chosen to be 0.9 in all plots. In the upper row, χ1 is the heaviest
flavor, so its mass is fixed, while the mass of χ2 varies according to the Ehf/E0 = 10
−4
benchmark we have adopted (as indicated by the frame labels on the right-hand side
of the plots). In the lower row, the roles of χ1 and χ2 are reversed. As a function of
mχ3 and αd, between the yellow shaded contours the matter power is suppressed by
5-15%, which may explain the smaller σ8 value from late-time measurements com-
pared to the value obtained by Planck. The blue-shaded bands show the preferred αd
interval where the mass deficit problem from dwarf galaxies to clusters is addressed.
The red shaded region is disfavored by dark disc constraints as it allows for efficient
cooling of the DM during halo formation. The preferred parameter space is therefore




We have explored the cosmological and astrophysical implications of a model of Se-
cretly Asymmetric Dark Matter, where flavor-by-flavor asymmetries are generated
in the dark sector through the decay of heavy right-handed neutrinos, despite an
exact gauged dark U(1). As a result, the total dark charge of the universe is always
zero, and the DM flavors have opposite signs of the asymmetry, making it possi-
ble for bound states to form. When the heaviest dark matter flavor has a mass of
O(10) GeV, the intermediate flavor has a mass of O(0.1 − 1) GeV, and the lightest
flavor has a mass of O(1) MeV, with an αd ∼ 10−2 and n3/n1 ∼ 0.1, this model can
address several outstanding puzzles. In particular, the dark photon as an additional
degree of freedom helps resolve the discrepancy between CMB-based and low red-
shift measurements of H0, the resulting dark acoustic oscillations help address the
σ8 problem, and scattering between the bound states H12 after halo formation, with
an inelastic component through the hyperfine transition, helps resolve issues at the
cluster and dwarf galaxy scales. The model is consistent with constraints from short
distance physics such as bounds on millicharged DM.
We want to emphasize that while we have chosen the DM to have three flavors
for simplicity, the SADM mechanism works for a larger number of flavors as well,
resulting in potentially even richer dynamical phenomena due to the increased number
of relevant energy scales. We leave the exploration of this possibility to future work.
Note also that as experimental sensitivity to millicharged DM increases, especially as
the mass threshold of direct detection experiments is lowered, the parameter region of
interest to this study should become testable in the not too distant future. Also, if the
mass of the mediator φ is smaller than the benchmark value taken in equation 4.11,
the lifetime of the heavier DM flavors can enter the regime where decaying DM
signatures might become observable.
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Appendix A: Lepton-flavored asymmetric dark
matter
Since we wish to compare the parameter space consistent with direct detection bounds
when the DM is asymmetric with the usual thermal relic case, we need to calculate
the relic abundance in our model when no asymmetry is generated at high scales.
Here we list the results of this calculation, for the scalar and fermion DM cases.
A.1 Relic density calculations: scalar dark matter
The coupling to the Higgs gives rise to the following annihilation channels, with their
respective cross sections:

















• χχ→ V V :
σvrel =
1








































∣∣∣∣m2χ − t+m2χ − t−
∣∣∣∣] , (A.3)




h − 12s(1∓ βχβh).
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The FDM coupling of Eq. (2.1) gives rise to the annihilation channel χ∗χ→ `+`−.
The cross section can be written as


























Note that the s-wave contribution is chirality-suppressed.
A.2 Relic density calculations: fermion dark
matter
The coupling to the Higgs gives rise to the following annihilation channels, with their
respective cross sections:















• χχ→ V V :
σvrel =
1










































































The FDM coupling of Eq. (2.2) gives rise to the annihilation channel χ̄χ→ `+`−.













A.3 The effective DM-photon coupling: scalar
dark matter
The DM-photon interaction induced at one-loop has the form















∆0 ≡ m2φy + (1− y)m2` − y(1− y)m2χ. (A.13)














A.4 The effective DM-photon coupling: fermion
dark matter
The DM-photon interaction induced at one-loop has the form







































` + (1− y)m2φ − y(1− y)m2χ, (A.18)
∆′0 = ym
2
φ + (1− y)m2` − y(1− y)m2χ. (A.19)

















A.5 Including the magnetic dipole interaction in
direct detection
In this appendix we report the calculation details related to obtaining the direct
detection bound for the fermion DM case when the dipole interaction is taken into
account. The one-loop induced effective Lagrangian at the nucleon level is










cNγ = eQNbχ, c
N
Q = eQNµχ, c
N
µ = −eµ̃Nµχ. (A.23)
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Due to the nontrivial momentum dependence of these operators, we cannot directly
use the elastic cross section bounds reported by the direct detection experiments. We
thus proceed to calculate the differential rate and the event rate based on the param-
eters of the direct detection experiment and on the local DM velocity distribution.












where f(v) is the local dark matter velocity distribution, ρχ is the local DM density
(taken to be 0.3 GeV/cm3), and NT denotes the number of target nuclei per unit
mass of the detector.
Let us start with the differential scattering cross section dσ
dER
. In the nonrelativistic
limit, the leading contributions [49, 50] to the relativistic nucleon-level operators are
〈χ, N
∣∣χγµχNγµN ∣∣χ, N〉 = 4mχmN , (A.25)
〈χ, N
∣∣∣∣χiσαµkαk2χNKµN











































































i are nuclear response functions with nuclear spin average factor
1
2J+1
included, defined in Refs. [49, 50]. We use the shell model to write the magnetic
moment of a nucleus as
µ̃T = 2µ̃p〈Sp〉+ 2µ̃n〈Sn〉+ 〈Lp〉. (A.29)
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where F (A; k2) is the Helm form factor. With this, the differential cross section





























We next turn our attention to modeling detector effects of the direct detection
experiment. In particular, we have to take into account that the measured energy
is only part of the true recoil energy ER, that the experiment has a finite energy
resolution and that the analysis involves cuts, the efficiencies of which will enter the
calculation of the differential rate.
The LUX experiment uses the direct scintillation (S1) and ionization signals (S2)
to reject backgrounds. Both the S1 and S2 signals are detected by arrays of photo-
multipliers (PMTs), and measured in numbers of photoelectrons (PE). The expected
number of photoelectrons [53, 43] is
ν(ER) = ER × Leff × LySnr/See. (A.32)
In using this formula, we take the values for the scintillation efficiency Leff and
energy dependent absolute light yield LySnr/See (with scintillation quenching fac-
tors for electron and nuclear recoils included) from page 25 of the slides at http:
//luxdarkmatter.org/talks/20131030_LUX_First_Results.pdf.
The smearing function has a mean n and variance
√
nσPMT with σPMT = 0.37 PE.
Since the analysis uses the lower half of the signal band, the cut efficiency is taken
















where the S1 integration range is 2 PE≤ S1 ≤30 PE, and Ex denotes the experimental
exposure, taken to be 85.3× 118 kg-days.
Putting everything together, we calculate the probability for the signal plus back-






dµBGauss(µB|NB, σB)Poisson(k|NB +NS), (A.34)
where NS is the expected number of the signal events, NB is the expected number of
background events and σB is its variance. We take the latter two parameters to be
0.64± 0.16. We then use L to set to bound on NS at 90% confidence level, which can
then be translated to a bound in terms of the model parameters.
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